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Editorial
Martyn Phillips, G3RFX
You’ll have noticed that it’s back to a colour
cover again this month. Yes, it’s colour
covers only from now on (how could we
possibly go back to black and white?). Here
we’ve utilised the significant savings
achieved by using Tim/M0URX’s online
business account.

they’ve recently lost three of their members,
although I can’t think why.
To finish off with: if somebody were to ask
you which European country drinks the
most wine pro rata, what would you say?
There was an article in the Guardian about
this the other day. Is it France, Italy or
Spain? No. So which one is it? Well, HVland, the Vatican City, where they get
through an average of 100 bottles of the
stuff per head per year – most of it not for
religious purposes. Oh, in second and third
place it’s Luxembourg, then Andorra.

Anyway, a bumper 56-page Digest it is this
time round, with a veritable plethora [You
what? Ed.] of DXpedition reports. For
starters we have Part 1 of a report on the
2013 American Samoa and Samoa/5W8
DXpedition. After which we head north to
Wake Island and K9W, then back down to
Myanmar and XZ1J. This is followed by the
VU7AG Shack Lad Weep… sorry,
Lakshadweep Islands DXpedition. Then it’s
the Ivory Coast and after that the Solomons.
What more could you want?

Anyway, do have fun next weekend in the
Vatican HF Contest. Here, the exchange is
the usual 59 report plus the name of your
favourite vino.
73 Martyn, G3RFX

There again, if you do want more, we have
it - with no fewer than three articles on that
most topical of topics, DXpedition funding.
Meanwhile let’s hope that here in the UK, in
the wake of the wettest winter on record, we
all keep reasonably dry in the run-up to the
very popular CDXC Annual Dinner, being
held this year at Calcot near Reading, just
down the road from Junction 12 of the M4.
Have a look at the Members’ section of the
CDXC website to see who’ll be there –
apart from the usual suspects, of course,
myself included.

www.g3rfx.co.uk

Any changes to your CDXC
membership details?
Have you, for example, changed your
 Postal address?
 E-mail address?
 Telephone number?

Returning to the Digest, you’ll be delighted
to hear (or not, as the case may be…) that –
after one or two complaints about its
omission last time round, ‘Not the GB2RS
News’ is back. And this time we home in
on… well, amongst other things the UK
winter weather and its significance for
IOTA and WAB - also QTH swapping, then
the latest from the Midsomer Amateur
Radio Society and Contest Group, where

With a bit of hassle we can usually
track these down, but it takes time.
So
please
advise
Secretary
Tony/G4LDL, sec@cdxc.org.uk, of
any such changes. He will also
advise you any new passwords to
access CMIS.
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Chairman’s Chat
Chris Duckling, G3SVL

So, Amsterdam Island, FT5ZM, has been
and gone and Club Log shows that the top
100 CDXC members made more than 7
band slots each, with Darren/G0TSM and
Don/G3BJ making QSOs on 20 out of 21
possible band slots. Indeed it should have
been possible for any member with a halfdecent set-up to make at least one QSO. On
10m in particular they were putting a good
signal into the UK most mornings – but the
pile-ups were something else. And of course
there was all of the criticism on various
Reflectors, including our own, about the
wide spread of their pile ups and sometimes
infrequent sending of their callsign and ‘up’.
But I think they have done an outstanding
job and we should not forget that when we
all stopped the chase they had to take all of
the antennas down, pack up the equipment,
clear the site and then face an
uncomfortable return sea trip on the
Braveheart before their long flights home.
Once home they still have a financial
shortfall to make up. The seventh mostwanted DXCC is already down at number
15 most-wanted in Europe - well done guys.

Gould, G3WKL this is now gaining
momentum. My definitions have been
refined and once again our National Society
is trying to raise the profile of the problem
within IARU and also to consider
educational programmes. If you have not
already done so, then I encourage you to
join the RSGB consultation on Operating
Standards – just follow the ‘consultations’
link from the RSGB home page. You can be
assured that CDXC will continue to push by
whatever means possible to reduce ‘DQRM’
in all of its guises.
The World Radiosport Team Championship
event (WRTC) takes place in July this year
in USA. We have four CDXC members
forming two of the teams and we were
asked whether CDXC should sponsor either
them or the event in general. Your
Committee discussed this and decided that it
was not core to our sponsorship policy and
as such declined to offer sponsorship for
WRTC 2014. That said, we applaud the
efforts of those who have qualified through
hard work and contesting excellence. We
are aware of efforts to create a UK fund for
WRTC and hope that this provides a vehicle
for collective donations from UK contesters.

DQRM was a big topic of discussion during
FT5ZM’s operation. In some private e-mails
I suggested that DQRM was too wide a
definition and sought to provide better
separation of DQRM, which is deliberate or
malicious interference on the DX frequency,
from that of the policemen type
interference,
thoughtless,
selfish
or
inexperienced operating in the pile-up, and
the contribution to poor control of the pileup by the DXpedition.

I am sure most members will be aware by
now that the RSGB has found a new venue
for the Convention in October this year.
CDXC was approached by those organising
the event to ask how they could make the
2014 event the best ever. In the short time
available I e-mailed the 87 members who
had signed in at the CDXC stand at the 2013
event to ask their views. The responses were
collated and sent to the RSGB. There were
some common themes and some diverse and
opposing views but I, and the RSGB, thank
those who took the trouble to respond. We
will have to wait to see which of our
comments they will take on board. I have
loaded the report onto our website – from

As you will know, CDXC has proposed to
the RSGB Spectrum Forum that education is
a way forward in a number of these areas
and I am delighted to say that through the
efforts of RSGB Spectrum Forum Chairman
(and long-time CDXC member) John
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the Home Page follow the link to CDXC
Reports.

Finally, I am really looking forward to
meeting members at the Calcot Hotel – our
new venue for this year’s Annual Dinner.
For me it will be even more special because
the following day I fly out to Los Angeles
en route to Raivavae with six other CDXC
members for two weeks as TX6G – and of
course we’ll be looking out for all CDXC
members on the bands.

The DX Marathon Challenge is well under
way and I was both delighted and amazed to
see just how well members are doing. Don’t
forget to keep uploading your logs
regularly. And by the time you read this the
LF Challenge will be well into its traditional
one-month slot in March each year. As
before, we thank Michael/G7VJR for Club
Log which makes display and adjudication
of our awards so much easier.

73 and Good DX Chris, G3SVL

_____________________________________________________________________

President’s Patter
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG

Yet again we have a number of new
members. Welcome to CDXC and if you
have any queries about CDXC or
suggestions as to new initiatives, please do
not hesitate to contact Chris or me. As I
write we have 870 members, an increase of
12 in the past two months.

we have 287 potential members to mail.
They will be sent a copy of this Digest and
our marketing pack. Let’s hope for a good
response.
There were a few comments recently on the
reflector that the Committee was only
interested in marketing and gaining new
members. This is absolute baloney. As I
have said previously we sadly lose a few
members each year for a number of reasons
including a loss of interest in the hobby,
poor health and because of the poor
operating standards. As our numbers
increase, we can afford to sponsor more
DXpeditions, to increase the size of our
donations and to develop CDXC generally.

If we do not have a record of new joiners in
CMIS, for example as a recipient of a
mailshot, we ask how they heard of us. This
provides very useful market intelligence and
the most common response is that a current
member suggested that they consider
joining CDXC. This is very encouraging
indeed. A recent new joiner was Richard,
W3ACO. Richard wrote: “I am keenly
interested in supporting DXpeditions. I am
the long-time treasurer of the Eastern Iowa
DX Association… I frequently see your
logo as contributors to many DX operations
and that led me to follow up with CDXC.”
That’s more good news; we welcome
Richard to CDXC.

For those who are not aware of the activities
of the Committee, please read the minutes
of our meetings that are now on our web
pages. We do a great deal more than
marketing. If anyone has any suggestions as
to further activities with which CDXC
should become involved, please let Chris or
me know. But be prepared to help. There are
a number of activities that can be
undertaken by willing volunteers who do
not need to be members of the Committee.

Our next marketing initiative, the mailshot
to those identified as a result of our recent
data mining exercise, is ready to go. From
around the 6,000 calls originally identified,
5

I’d like to encourage members to join the
IOTA Programme. It’s a very buoyant and
interesting programme with over 550 IOTA
groups being activated in the recent twoyear IOTA Marathon, about half the total
number of IOTA groups. There are
attractive certificates and other awards to be
won and the programme should appeal to all
DXers whether they have ‘worked them all’
or are newcomers. The RSGB IOTA
website
is
excellent;
it’s
very
comprehensive and easy to use. Publications
and/or websites such as The Daily and
Weekly DX, 425 DX News, DX World and
QRZ DX always have details of
forthcoming IOTA DXpeditions.

At our last meeting we decided to give
greater support to the IOTA Programme. At
present we support IOTA DXpeditions to
the rarest ‘first tier’ IOTAs through our
annual donation to IREF. These IOTAs are
those that have never been activated or that
have been claimed by less than 10% of the
IOTA participants. They receive adequate
but not generous sponsorship from IREF
and from the IOTA community.
The ‘second tier IOTAs’, those claimed by
10 to 15% of the IOTA participants, really
struggle to gain sponsorship. Recently,
Col/MM0NDX of DX World has been
helping and I know that the IOTA
community really appreciates his support.

If anyone would like to learn more about
IOTA, why not go to the IOTA Convention
at Windsor during the weekend of 4-6 July.
There will be a really good programme and
many IOTA enthusiasts from abroad are
attending, including several who have
activated some of the rarest islands.

We have decided that we should sponsor
DXpeditions to the second tier IOTAs and
occasionally
consider
helping
with
additional funding of the first tier IOTAs if
access to the island concerned is very
challenging and expensive.
What is in it for CDXC?

There have been suggestions that CDXC
should take on the task of providing training
courses aimed at improving operating
standards for UK DXers. My suggestion in a
recent PP was that there is a training
opportunity here for the RSGB and that the
Society could take a lead in developing
courses along these lines. CDXC does not
have the capacity to put on such courses. In
any case the RSGB has already a national
training network, so why not utilise this?
Putting on sessions at conventions would be
a start, but much more is needed. For these
courses to be effective they need to be rolled
out nationwide.

1. We will be seen to be supporting one
of the world’s two premier DX
awards.
2. We will be seen to be supporting the
RSGB, our National Society.
3. We will gain a number of interesting
articles and pictures that will
enhance our already excellent
Digest.
4. We will help to promote IOTA in
the UK where IOTA is not as well
supported as in Europe and North
America.
5. We will get closer to the IOTA
community with a population
20,000+ members. Some could be
potential CDXC members.

Please note that the Summer Social will
again be at LWB on Saturday 19th July.
73
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New Members
CDXC offers a warm welcome to the following new members:
Call

Name

Location

G0GMS

Tony Read

Staffordshire

G1MSE

David Rudd

Lowestoft

G3VGZ

Brian Duffell

Stockton

G7KXZ
G7TPL

Kevin Holdford
Simon Parker

Newbury
Newton-le-Willows

GI0AZB

Ian Evans

Co. Londonderry

IC8SQS

Salvatore Sasso

Ischia

IK0OZD

Tony D’Arpino

Ferentino

M0RXX

Stuart Southern

Calcot

W3ACO

Richard Haendel

Iowa City, IA

Remember to validate your UK licence!
Don’t forget that you need to validate your (now lifetime) amateur radio licence at least
once every five years for it to remain valid. At the National Hamfest in Newark in
September Ofcom were telling CDXC that very few of our number had actually validated
our licences and that we should do this ASAP. You might even consider doing this once a
year, just to be on the safe side.
How to validate
This is very easy and you can do it online. Just make sure you have your Ofcom
username and password handy:
1. Go to https://services.ofcom.org.uk/
2. Here you’ll be prompted for your user name or registered e-mail address, and your
Ofcom password. If you have not registered for an Ofcom account, you can do this at
the same address (you’ll need your licence number)
3. You will see a screen showing your licence details. In the last column, labelled
‘Action’, there is the option to validate your licence.
Ofcom Spectrum Licensing: (0300) 123 1000. Open Monday to Friday from 9.00am to
5.00pm. E-mail: spectrum.licensing@ofcom.org.
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CDXC Annual Dinner 2014
and afternoon workshop
Saturday, 15th March 2014, Calcot Hotel, Bath Road, Reading, RG31 7QN
The CDXC 2014 Annual Dinner will be held at the Calcot Hotel, Bath Road, Reading, a new
venue for this event – and the price, £28 per person, is much less than we’ve paid in recent
years. Dinner is 7pm for 7:30 and the after-dinner talk will be:
IOTA Journeys - There and Back Again
by Roger 'Bilbo' Balister, G3KMA
The venue is open for lunch bar snacks and there will be an afternoon workshops on Club Log
and the Digital modes for DXing and Contesting from 3pm, so why not come along for lunch or
in the afternoon and start socialising early. The Annual Dinner is one of the two social events in
the CDXC calendar and certainly not to be missed. So, as they say, book early to avoid
disappointment.
Please book electronically if at all possible. On the CDXC website follow the ‘2014 Annual

Dinner’ links from the homepage.
Or: e-mail Tony at sec@cdxc.org.uk with your Booking Details and pay £28 per person by
online bank transfer to CDXC, sort code 60-60-02, account 44532385. Please quote your
personal callsign as your reference.
Or: Complete the Booking Details in this Digest and return by ordinary mail to Tony, G4LDL, 1
Dovetrees, Covingham, Swindon, SN3 5AX with your cheque made payable to ‘CDXC’ for £28
per person.
On receipt of your booking and payment details, Tony will confirm your booking. Please note if you have not booked electronically via the website, you are not confirmed until you have
received the confirmation from Tony.
Where exactly is the venue? The Calcot Hotel is located approximately 1 mile from M4 Junction

12 towards Reading centre.
Can I stay overnight at Calcot Hotel? Yes. Contact the hotel direct on (0118) 914 5912 or
enquiries @calcothotel.net and quote ‘CDXC’ to obtain the agreed rate. A ‘Google’ search shows

the same price from most of the on-line booking agencies.
Is there alternative overnight accommodation? Yes, there are 3 Premier Inns and 3 Travel

Lodges within 5 miles and other accommodation in and around Reading itself.
Any other questions? Contact Tony, G4LDL at sec@cdxc.org.uk or by telephone on (01793)

525523
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In the DX Window
Nigel Cawthorne, G3TXF
The direct route from the CDXC
Reflector to Senegal

determine exactly what antennas would be
available at the rent-a-shack. However it
was always hoped that doing a Single Band
10m entry would be practical. And indeed it
was. There were two 10m beams available
at the 6W7RV rent-a-shack. One was a 3el
10m mono-bander at about 15m high and
the other was a 5-el slightly higher.

Nice surprises occasionally pop up on the
CDXC Reflector. A few weeks ago Col
MM0NDX posted a message to say that he
had booked the 6W7RV rent-a-shack in
Senegal for a week, and that he was looking
for someone to join him. Over the years
several CDXC members (eg Tom
GM4FDM, Dom M1KTA) have operated
from the well-appointed Le Calao rent-ashack in Somone on the Atlantic coast of
Senegal.

Having made several Single-Band 10m
entries in the ARRL CW Contest from the
UK, where typically the 10m band does not
open to W/VE until after 12z and usually
closes well before 20z, it would be
interesting to experience operating in the
same contest from a location some 3,000
miles South of the UK.

Ever eager to add another country to his
“I’ve operated from there” list, G3TXF
thought that this would be a great
opportunity to add Senegal to this list. The
dates of Col MM0NDX’s visit to Senegal
were also an added attraction because they
included the ARRL CW Contest.

The 6W7RV rent-a-shack is located about
90km South of Dakar airport. Arriving late
on the Thursday evening at Dakar airport,
G3TXF was duly met by a driver holding a
large sign saying “Welcome Nigel G3TXF”.

The ARRL CW Contest is one of the most
fun contests to operate. The world works the
USA and Canada only. The high level of
operating skill in W/VE greatly enhances
the contest.

Although this was to be the first visit to
Dakar for Amateur Radio, G3TXF had
previously been to Dakar on business trips
some thirty years earlier. The capital city
has expanded massively since. The
Senegalese population has too.

Within a couple of days of Col MM0NDX’s
original CDXC Reflector posting flight
tickets had been booked to Dakar ready for
the short visit to the 6W7RV rent-a-shack.
The two operators were to travel on
different days and by different routes. Col
MM0NDX flew out via Paris and G3TXF
went via Madrid. In order to have a day
clear to get set up and ready for the ARRL
CW Contest G3TXF arrived in Senegal a
couple of days before Col MM0NDX.

The majority of the 90 minute car journey to
Somone was on good quality roads,
however there were still numerous brokendown trucks dangerously blocking the road
at various places. We eventually arrived at
the 6W7RV rent-a-shack around midnight.
The next day, Friday, was spent getting
familiar with the station and running CW
pile-ups. I had taken along my Elecraft K3,
and there was an Acom 1011 in the shack
which would be used for the ARRL CW
Contest.

ARRL CW Contest planning
A final decision on what category/band to
enter the ARRL CW Contest was left until
arriving at the station in order to be able to
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Operating the contest on 10m over
two days

SSB. There is plenty of room to run two or
even three stations at the 6W7RV rent-ashack.

Although the ARRL CW Contest runs for
48 hours, a Single Band entry on 10m
requires a much shorter period of operation
over the two days. Although the first signals
from the USA were heard soon after 1100z
on the Saturday morning, the run-rate did
not build up until about an hour or so later.
Using the call-sign 6W/G3TXF, I was able
to hold the same frequency (excepting for
one or two small run-ins with stations
starting to CQ without listening) throughout
the whole contest.

Monday, more pile-ups before going
to the airport
With the ARRL CW Contest finishing at
midnight on Sunday, the majority of
Monday was devoted to running CW pileups on 15m, while Col 6W/MM0NDX ran
pile-ups on 10m SSB. There are three
towers at the 6W7RV rent-a-shack with
multiple beam antennas available for the HF
bands. For 80m/160m there is a Titanex
vertical, and on 40m there is a four-square.

Saturday finished with 1,170 QSOs in the
log up to 2300z. The USA was still coming
in at this time. But a break was made
because Col MM0NDX had just arrived in
the car from Dakar airport, after a long day
travelling from Scotland to Senegal.

The Somone rent-a-shack is managed by
Jan-François 6W7RV. Originally from
Paris, JF moved to Senegal in 2000, and has
been welcoming DX-peditioners and
Contest operators to his purpose-built shack
for the past ten years or so. The 6W7RV
rent-a-shack is an excellent place to
experience West Africa pile-ups in comfort.
JF also takes care of the licence. Short-term
visitors who book late, can get a simple
6W/home-call call-sign, however if you
plan a bit further ahead, allowing a couple
of months or so, JF can also apply for a
short Senegal contest call (such as 6V7S)
for you. JF really goes out of his way to
provide a full package the visiting DXers
and Contesters.

On Sunday morning operation in the ARRL
CW Contest commenced with the first QSO
in the log at 1140z. From then on there was
an almost continuous trickle of W/VE
stations right through to the end of the
contest at 2400z. The very last QSO (with
W7WHY in Oregon) was completed only
seconds before the end of the contest. 2,094
net QSOs were made in the contest with 59
Multipliers. US States and Canadian
Provinces are the Multipliers in the ARRL
Contest. Although all 48 US States (and
DC) were worked there were four Canadian
Provinces missing (VO2, VE8, VY1 and
VY0).

On Monday morning a target was set to
work exactly 1,000 CW QSOs on 15m.
Once that had been achieved G3TXF started
packing up his station ready for the journey
back home.

The propagation from Senegal to the USA
on 10m during the ARRL CW Contest was
really something to experience. In total
6W/G3TXF operated (working only W/VE
stations) for nearly 25 hours on 10m. This is
much longer than could ever be done on
10m from the UK.

G3TXF headed back to Dakar airport on
Monday evening for an overnight flight
back to Madrid. Although G3TXF’s stay at
the rent-a-shack was just four days, Col
MM0NDX would remain for the rest of the
week running SSB pile-up across the HF
bands. Some SSB QSOs were even made on
160m. G3TXF made 4,088 CW QSOs
during the short four-day visit, with 2,094
being in the ARRL CW Contest, and the

While 6W/G3TXF was operating the second
day (Sunday) of the ARRL CW Contest on
10m,
Col
started
operating
as
6W/MM0NDX on the other HF bands on
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rest in normal CW pile-ups. The 6W7RV
shack has wi-fi, which allowed all the
6W/G3TXF logs to be uploaded to both
ClubLog and LoTW before returning home.
This surprise visit to Senegal, which
included achieving what is probably a top

scoring 10m entry in the ARRL CW
Contest, resulted directly from Col
MM0NDX’s posting to CDXC Reflector.
Yes, there can be some useful gems on the
CDXC Reflector!

_____________________________________________________________________

2013 American Samoa and Samoa/5W8 DXpedition
Part 1
The Planning Phase

san with some assistance from Jacky and
Ken, ZL1AIH. On reaching our first
destination we greatly appreciated all the
work Aki had done, not least the pre-cutting
and labeling of the antennas, particularly the
two Spiderbeams.

The prime movers for this DXpedition were
Auckland residents Jacky, ZL3CW, and
Aki, ZL1GO. Although more recent
DXpeditions had targeted Swain’s they had
identified that American Samoa itself was
still relatively high on the Most Wanted List
especially in Europe, the low bands, and
worldwide on RTTY. The plan was to
operate from American Samoa from
November 12th until the 26th including the
CQWW CW Contest on the second
weekend. Jacky was granted the Special
Event Callsign W8A for the DXpedition as
a whole, as well as N8A specifically for the
CQWW Contest. Getting to KH8 from
Auckland involves transiting Apia, Samoa,
and it was decided to do a short
“unwinding” operation in 5W on the way
back so Jacky then applied for the 5W8A
license. For business reasons Masa,
JH3PRR, had to return to Japan from KH8
so missed that leg.

The plan was to set up three stations using
the following equipment :
3 x Elecraft K3 transceivers
2 x Elecraft KPA-500 linear amplifiers
2 x Elecraft KAT-500 ATU
1 x Expert 2K-FA linear amplifier
1 x SignaLink USB Interface (RTTY
9 x Dunestar Bandpass Filters
2 x 5-band Spiderbeams **
2 x Spiderbeam 10m Telescopic Masts
2 x Spiderbeam Fibreglass Masts 18m
1 x CrankIR Multiband Vertical
HB 80 & 160m ATU’s for Verticals
N1MM Logger installed on 5 laptops
** A mod was implemented on the
Spiderbeams. A 30m dipole was rigged on
one and a 40m dipole on the other using the
existing feed line. Results proved very good
indeed.

The final team was Masa/JH3PRR,
Kip/W6SZN, Aki/ZL1GO, Jacky/ZL3CW
and John/9M6XRO, the preference of the
operators resulting in this being a
predominantly CW-orientated operation.
Auckland was chosen as the kick-off point
for four of the operators with Masa flying to
Pago Pago via Hawaii with his equipment.
In the weeks prior to departure, the lion’s
share of the work on testing equipment and
preparing antennas was carried out by Aki-

As an F9FT 5el 6m Yagi to be left on
Tutuila had become available to us, a late
decision was made to bring along my Icom
IC-7000 to transmit a looped CQ on the
magic band while monitoring between
transmissions
using
CW
Skimmer.
Although barely a signal was heard on 6m
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throughout, the IC-7000 was to prove useful
later on in Samoa.

and get to the airport for our early departure
to Apia.

Masa brought a hefty mains transformer (a
brute of a thing) to convert the 120v mains
to 220v for his Expert 2K-FA Linear but in
the event it was unnecessary as he was able
to tap into the villa’s heavy duty supply for
the cooker or laundry to power it. Knowing
this in advance could have saved on
expensive excess baggage fees. He
alternated the 2K-FA mains connection
depending on whether we wanted to cook or
do laundry!

Mega Check-in
We must have been the first to arrive at the
airport for the Air New Zealand flight to
Apia and it was just as well! Our travel
agent had arranged “Work Economy”
tickets for us meaning we were allowed to
double up on the check-in baggage
allowance of 23 kg each thus giving us a
total of 184 kg plus 7 kg per man carry-on.
We’d taped together several of the long
“over-sized” boxes, however, this was not
acceptable as they had to be checked in
singly. To be fair, the reason given by the
airline that “they are unlikely to arrive at
your destination taped together” was
absolutely logical and we certainly didn’t
want to arrive in KH8 with half a
Spiderbeam. Having separated out the
packages we decided to avail ourselves of
the airport’s plastic wrap service just to be
on the safe side. Quite a queue had formed
by the time our 7ft long boxes were fully
encapsulated! The final hiccup with our
check-in baggage concerned the CrankIR
because security staff didn’t like the look of
the coils which showed up on their x-ray
machine. Fortunately it was packed in Kip’s
suitcase and not beneath ten layers of
plastic. A quick glance, an OK, and we were
finally checked-in. Our juggling of carry-on
items the previous night paid off and even
with things like weighty paddles in the
computer bags we managed to get through.
Our reward in the passenger lounge, again
courtesy of our Work Economy ticket, was
one of the best breakfast buffets I’ve had in
a very long time – things were looking
good!

Introductions in Auckland
I was the last to reach Auckland arriving in
the late afternoon of the12th with our flight
to Pago Pago via Apia scheduled to depart
early next morning. Jacky, whom I’d met on
the ZL9HR trip, had kindly invited me to
stay overnight at his home in Auckland and
he met me at the airport. On reaching his
QTH I was introduced to his lovely wife
Sue and Kip/W6SZN who had arrived a few
days earlier from the West Coast and was
also staying at Jacky’s place.
After a long dry flight on Royal Brunei
Airlines, I gratefully accepted a glass of red
wine accompanied by cold cuts and cheeses
from my hosts. Also there to greet us was
Ken/ZL1AIH who I discovered, like me,
was an ex-ships R/O so we were soon
reminiscing about the old docks of
Liverpool and London when the British
merchant fleet was in its hey day.
Aki/ZL1GO then arrived with his charming
wife Toshi who had prepared a large platter
of sushi for us. This was marvelous!
I should mention that Jacky and Sue were in
the process of moving house – planned for
right after the DXpedition, in fact – but their
hospitality was superb and, as we all got
acquainted, they fired up the BBQ on the
terrace and we were soon helping ourselves
to a grand spread. We kept our eye on the
clock though as we had to get up in the
middle of the night to load up the taxi-van

Apia and a Change of Pace
It was a very pleasant flight to Apia and
cruising over the South Pacific at 37000 ft,
seeing tiny reefs and atolls just breaking the
surface in that vast expanse of blue ocean
had me wondering which ones had been
“activated”. This would be my first landfall
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in the South Pacific and I already felt I was
entering into a totally different culture if not
another world. Faleolo Airport is less than
impressive
although
disembarking
passengers were welcomed to the baggage
collection area by live music, local
musicians playing “Jingle Bells” amongst
other things. Not quite what I’d envisaged in
the South Seas but obviously the festive
season starts just as early in Samoa as in the
West!

then informs us that only three attempts are
allowed to get the engine going then asks us
to disembark and he will have the last go in
a half hour. Waiting rather anxiously in the
departure area, we were prevented from
availing ourselves of a modicum of Dutch
courage due to the bar being closed!
Suddenly the co-pilot rushed in urging us to
board pronto – the port engine had started!
Seated as I was on the port side of the
aircraft I must say I’d one eye on that dodgy
engine throughout the flight until we
touched down safely under Rainmaker
Mountain. As it turned out, after the flight,
the aircraft was again grounded and the
airworthiness certificate was still revoked
when he we were due to leave Pago Pago
two weeks later. More on that anon.

Once we’d collected our baggage and the
other disembarking passengers had headed
off we were in a virtually deserted terminal.
Our next reservation from Apia to Pago
Pago, was on Inter Island Airways but we
were told by several people, mainly taxi
drivers, that the flight to Pago Pago now
departed from Fagali’i Airport about an
hour’s drive away. Luckily someone
appeared at the small Inter Island office and
assured us that the flight would depart from
Faleolo but it would be delayed. We began
to understand why many DXpedition
schedules in the South Pacific come a
cropper! Much to our relief our aircraft, a
Dornier-228, arrived from Pago Pago,
landing just after 5pm. Our NZ travel agent
had negotiated a deal with the airline to
carry all our baggage with no excess
charges and it was soon loaded onto the
small aircraft, partly in the tail hold and
partly in the passenger cabin. About this
time we learned that the aircraft had been
out of service for two weeks and this was
the first flight following repairs to the port
engine. This meant that the airport taxi
drivers were not exactly telling porkies – the
flights for the past two weeks had indeed
been flying out of the other airport on a
different carrier! In any case it was all
aboard and along with three other
passengers we got buckled in for the half
hour hop across the dateline. Starboard
engine roars into life, port engine makes a
feeble attempt to emulate it but splutters to a
stop. One of the ground crew, well, the
ground crew actually, tries the Armstrong
method on the prop to coax the engine into
life with the same result – oh dear. The pilot

Welcome to American Samoa
Entry formalities were very straightforward
but as usual we had to explain the large
quantity of baggage and the concept of
DXpeditioning to U.S. Customs. This
seemed to satisfy them and we were soon
cleared without having to open any of the
boxes. Masa/JH3PRR and staff from the
Turtle & Shark Lodge were there to meet us
and took us in two 4WD’s to our destination
at the south of Tutuila Island. During the
drive it was easy to see from the terrain the
difficulty of finding a good radio QTH for
both long and short path working. There
was a narrow coastal strip with steep
mountain slopes and sheer cliffs along the
spine of the island. The final part of the
route was off-road along a muddy track
screened by palm trees in a sparsely
populated area.
Turtle & Shark Lodge was basically a large
two storey villa with balconies on both
levels. We had rented the whole ground
floor comprising three en suite bedrooms
and an open plan living/dining area, all fully
furnished with cooking facilities and air
conditioning. What was immediately
noticeable was the number of trees and
bushes surrounding the lodge, something
not apparent on Google Earth which had
given us the impression of there being more
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flat terrain and open expanses for siting our
antennas. Although the villa was southfacing on a cliff top about 80ft above sea
level there was higher ground around us to
the north so there was no doubt our QTH
favoured the long path. Daylight was fading
fast so we decided to set up the equipment
that night then all hands could get to work
on the antennas at first light. Much moving
of tables, chairs, ornaments, houseplants,
lamps etc. ensued until we had the operating
positions set up to our satisfaction. About
this time Aki discovered that his K3 was
totally crocked and, although fully tested in
Auckland, it would not transmit on any
band. Masa’s K3 had an existing fault and
would not transmit on 10m. Later, during
the operation it subsequently developed the
same problem on 12m. It meant we had no
alternative but to go with two stations
instead of the three we’d planned.

pile of breeze blocks which we used to
secure the guys and mark out the cardinal
points of the compass. We secured the base
of the 80m vertical to the wooden rail of an
observation platform about 80 feet above
the sea, overlooking old lava flows and an
active blow hole which roared into life
every few minutes making the ground
shudder. We were given the run of the place
which allowed us to seek out useful bits and
pieces as well as sites for the remaining
antennas on the large acreage.
W8A Hits the Bands in Earnest
At 0548z on Nov 14th we got the pile-ups
underway starting with ZL1BVB on 40m
CW. Shortly afterwards Masa had the
second station up and running on 80m CW.
Right from the start we found we had a
noise source on 80 which came on for 50
seconds then went off for 16 seconds and
this was to continue throughout the
operation. It sounded like a noisy thermostat
but other than establishing that it did not
originate at the villa we were unable to
pinpoint the source. This was a real
frustration and just adds to the perception
that however remote the location it seems
impossible to escape such noise nowadays.
Anyway, after 24 hours of operation we had
almost 3,000 QSO’s in the log covering all
bands from 80 through to 10m with North
America predominating on the high bands
but Europe making a good showing on the
lower bands. As many will have found, once
a DXpedition gets into pile-up mode, the
days fly past in a sort of blur of operating,
grabbing a bite to eat and getting by on a
very limited amount of sleep! This one was
no exception and after the operation it
makes differentiating between days, bands
and modes to do a write-up all rather
difficult…especially when you’re knocking
on a bit!!

First QSO
Masa, who’d arrived ahead of us, had
already assembled the 6m beam and rigged
a very short vertical in front of the villa to
check for local noise. Optimistically I fired
up the vertical on 30m and was amazed to
put our first QSO in the log, JA0NPQ at
0954z on Nov 13th. After much CQing I
only managed to work DU1/HB9BAJ
before common sense kicked in and I went
QRT to rest up for the antenna work in the
morning!
Drowned Rats
The lodge caretaker told us that the current
local weather pattern was rain in the early
morning followed by a dry sunny day. She
got the first part right! We laboured the
whole day in atrocious weather, non-stop
driving rain, squally winds and despite
several changes into dry clothing we ended
the day looking like drowned rats. On the
plus side, under Aki-san’s close supervision,
we had both Spiderbeams erected, the 80m
vertical was up and the 6m beam was fixed
on the upper balcony. We pressed two
sturdy wooden picnic bench sets into use as
bases for the Spiderbeam masts and found a

Antenna Rigging Completed
On day two Aki and Masa bore the brunt of
the work in rigging up the 160m antenna but
in contrast to day one it was accomplished
under a blazing hot sun. I think we all
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agreed we preferred being drowned rats! An
18m Spiderpole was used to support the
vertical wire with a 4-wire top hat and a
homebrew ATU at the base. Numerous
radials, long and short, were run out, many
through the owner’s pride and joy, a fenced
off pineapple patch. Masa went on to rig his
Beverages in difficult terrain. At one point
the wire got too close to a Samoan wasps’
nest causing some of them, rather unfairly,
to sting Jacky and me then chase us back to
the shack, indeed Jacky’s arm was still
swollen days later!

the rainy season and we experienced both
static and local noise which often made for
difficult copy, however, I seemed to be
copying stations better than they were
reading me. Many stations did not come
back to my replies and some stations kept
calling even after I’d acknowledged the
QSO. For this reason, N8A was only on
160m for a short period of time during the
CQWW CW Contest.
To those who did not manage to work us on
160m, better luck next time as I hope to
have American Samoa on Top Band again
in the Autumn of 2014 under my own call,
KH8B!

That day we also rigged up a vertical for
40m on another wooden observation
platform, this one in a more elevated
position with an excellent all round take-off
but at some distance from the shack. I
helped Kip assemble the CrankIR multiband
vertical which he had brought for evaluation
and although we did not use it so much at
this location it was to come into its own
when we operated from 5W8A.

My 80m Mission
Prior to the DXpedition, Neil, G0JHC,
emailed me to say that he needed KH8 for
#300 on 80m so I was determined to give
the task my best shot, leaving Masa to
concentrate his efforts on his favourite band,
160m. Neil had supplied me with grey line
charts and we agreed that LP at UK sunrise
seemed the better option. Several members
of the GMDX Group were quick to point
out how late the sun rose in those northern
parts urging me not to quit too early!
Against expectations my first QSO into the
U.K. was actually SP with G3WGV at
1631z on the 15th. Despite the on/off local
noise, working into NA and Eastern EU was
proving relatively easy. I kept at it,
continuing to call CQ daily on 80m until
after 08z. CQing on the 16th evening had
provided one solitary QSO with FO4QS (a
local!) when suddenly GM0GAV appeared
from
nowhere,
perfectly
readable,
approaching his sunrise. Amazing! I
continued making fruitless CQ’s but, by
way of encouragement, Gavin called again
and made an insurance contact 20 minutes
later, then immediately afterwards, I worked
Clive, GM3POI. When you work Orkney
you know the grey line has passed for the
rest of the Europe!

W8A/N8A Top Band Report written by
Masa JH3PRR/KH8B
We knew that KH8 was high on the 160m
Most Wanted List so we planned a
significant effort to meet demand and being
my favourite band I was excited by the
challenge. As mentioned above, we built the
vertical using an 18m Spiderpole with four
capacity hats and lots of ground wires on the
north hill. I also installed two reversible
Beverages, switchable either North-South or
East-West. The rig was a K3 and an Expert
2K-FA linear amplifier running full legal
power of 1.5kW. The conditions between
NA and KH8 were not bad and we worked
from coast to coast along their grey line,
making 350 Q’s including VO1 and VY2,
more than was achieved on 80m! On the
other hand, propagation towards Asia and
Europe was not good at all. We worked only
a dozen stations in Europe namely UR’s,
UA’s and OH’s. Even working JA’s and
Asiatic UA’s was tough going and we
managed only 40 Asian stations. In total we
made 464 Q’s on 160m. It was at the start of

I was aware that the days were counting
down and I still had not heard G0JHC. On
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the 19th LP I worked a string of French
stations and felt that it was surely going to
be the day, after all I was using the 2K-FA
linear, what could go wrong – totally zero
propagation into the U.K. that’s what.
Finally on the 20th at 0743z G0JHC popped
up, solid copy between those bursts of local
noise. Mission accomplished! That night I
was using the KPA-500 linear with much
less power but I did have the magic
ingredient - propagation - beats QRO every
time! Shortly afterwards Rob, GM3YTS,
was in the log as well. The only
disappointment was that Bob, MD0CCE,
who had been trying every day was at that
moment on a flight to the States, bad luck…
All in all our DXCC tally on 80m was 57
but I think it could have been more without
that local noise source. Unlike at
Spratly/9M4SLL earlier in the year, QRN
was not such an issue on this DXpedition.

our night owl - would go to the nearest
supermarket to stock up on foodstuffs. Most
items were pretty expensive, especially
fresh produce, the exception being U.S. beer
and wine which were available at duty free
prices ensuring we were always well
fortified during the pile-ups! Jacky and Kip
were dab hands in the kitchen and rustled up
some tasty meals for the rest of us. I washed
the dishes…
Jingle Bells Again
This time from RTTY! On the 18th we got
going on RTTY which never failed to
generate large pile-ups. I took on the mantle
of RTTY operator and as exponents will
know, running a pile-up for 5 or 6 hours
straight definitely leaves a ringing in the
ears. Actually we had hoped to do more but
being down to two stations disrupted our
plans. Still we ended up with 66 DXCC
entities on this mode and we pushed one SA
station within 5 of Honour Roll on RTTY
and seemed to be giving a lot of folks “a
new one” which is always gratifying.

The Daily Routine
Every day from first light we were able to
run a pile-up on one of the higher bands,
often 10m or 12m, while the other station
continued on 40 or 30m until the band
faded. It was generally NA and SA on the
higher band and EU on the lower band.
Once 30m dropped out we would have the
two stations on the high bands and on good
days the pile-ups would continue till the
early afternoon. There was a definite lull
then till late afternoon when 30m opened up
followed by 40m to EU. Some days around
sunset 160 or 80 would come into the
picture but just for a limited period followed
by a better opening later in the evening.
During the operation Aki rigged a 30m
vertical so we could use it without tying up
the modified Spiderbeam with the
experimental 30m dipole. During our
evenings and sometimes into the wee hours
we had good runs into EU on the higher
bands.

The CQWW CW Contest
Mmmm, yes, what to say. Masa drew up the
operator schedule and we changed callsign
to N8A but in truth that call became a bit of
a liability. We got “??” for our callsign, “??”
for our Zone then, having confirmed it as
Zone 32, went back to square one and had to
repeat our callsign yet again.
On top of that some stations were turning
their beams to Ohio or Michigan to work us!
The latest cty data file included N8A as
American Samoa but clearly not everyone
had installed the latest update for their
contest software.
Another factor, being in the Southern
Hemisphere, you frequently feel you are on
the outside looking in with stations in the
Northern Hemisphere all working one
another and not copying anything from our
direction. That said, we made 4851 Q’s in
123 DXCC entities running two stations
with all five operators playing a part.

One essential routine was the victualing run!
As we were doing our own catering, the
caretaker kindly arranged the use of a car
for us every couple of days and Kip plus
one of the other operators - usually Masa,
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W8A Final Day

furniture and ornaments were back in their
original positions the villa looked just like
the day we walked in 27,664 Q’s and 158
DXCC entities earlier!

On the 25th, after the CQWW Contest, we
reverted to using W8A for the last day of
operation. Tearing down antennas and
packing was supervised by Aki in tandem
with a continued presence on the air using
the gradually dwindling equipment. We
managed to put on another 750 Q’s with a
good mix of bands and modes. The final
QSO logged was RZ0AF at 1602z on Top
Band followed by the big QRT. When the

[Part 2 next time round. Ed.]

_____________________________________________________________________

The Commemoration of The Forgotten 98 – K9W
A Different Kind of DXpedition, 2 November- 15 November 2013
Lou Dietrich, N2TU- Team Leader
Genesis: In the beginning….

with a singular sense of purpose. Nothing
stops them, nothing.

Following a taste of DXpeditioning with the
Swains Island NH8S group in 2012, I was
hooked on DXpeditioning. This had been a
lifelong dream since my teenage years.
Back then with my EICO 720 and Lafayette
HE 10 receiver and simple wire antenna, I
imagined how it must be on the other end of
the pile-up, that sense of adventure and
having others yearning to contact me!

Where to go to next? That was the burning
question.
Being rather naïve at this DXpeditioning
game, I asked around and was basically told
that most of the top 15 Most Wanted could
not be arranged for political, economic and
environmental reasons. Looking down the
list, I spotted Wake Island. Wake’s World
War ll history had always intrigued me so I
began the “quest”.

Most of us sit in our shack and chase DX,
trying to figure out splits, propagation and
then we welcome the warm sense of
achievement when we hear our call come
back from far off. We are exhilarated and
feel accomplished. I had often wondered
how the other end must feel.

Researching these days is quite easy with
the internet, although a lot of the
information is outdated and inaccurate.
Information on Wake Island’s history is
well documented but how to get permission
to visit is clouded with misinformation and
dead ends. The first few months were an
exercise in futility. My desk was littered
with “no longer my job, talk to this person”,
“try this Governmental department”, “can’t
help you and I don’t know who can” letters.
Going through channels would be the
appropriate route but there weren’t any
appropriate channels defined! The sum

When the Swains’ DXpedition wrapped up
and we returned to the other end of the pileups, there was something missing. The
longing to get back out there, to enjoy the
camaraderie of the group and the quest for
adventure was calling. Unless you have
experienced this, it is hard to describe.
DXpeditioners are a breed apart. They are,
in every sense of the word, a working unit
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result of this effort was that Wake Island is
now a USAF military base and access
would have to be granted by them. It was a
start!

Agreement, this person has and will remain
nameless but suffice to say this person fully
supported the commemoration and is a
friend of the amateur community.

Contacting the USAF, I learned that
civilians were not allowed access to the
military base, period, no way, no how.

The DXpedition, no, Commemoration
planning began! During January, 2013, I
contacted Joe Pater, W8GEX, Joe
Blackwell, AA4NN and Craig Thompson
K9CT (they became know as the Wake
Management team) and informed them we
might get access to Wake Island. Being a
true neophyte at planning a major
DXpedition, I relied heavily on them and in
fact, it is doubtful there would have been a
2013 Wake DXpedition without their
knowledge and guidance. There is nothing
that stood in their way!

Back to the drawing board! More research
was needed. Another month passed by and I
was fully entrenched in the policies and
procedures of attempting to get access but
all roads led to the same end. The USAF has
jurisdiction and doesn’t allow access.
One night, an article about The Forgotten 98
was referenced in my volumes of Wake
historical notes. Having never heard of
them, I gathered information about the
people behind the name “The Forgotten 98”.
As I dug into the literature surrounding their
unfortunate deaths on the shores of Wake
Island in 1943, my pursuit took on a
different meaning which had nothing to do
with ham radio. These Depression era men
seeking high paying jobs took assignments
in far off locations and as fate would have it,
never returned home.

On 13 February 2013, we received the
endorsement from the USAF to visit Wake
Island and hold our Commemoration.
The research phase was completed, the
endorsement received and the monumental
task of assembling a Wake 2013 team,
equipment
procurement,
Foundation
applications, web design, publicity, material
logistics, and USAF coordination begun.
During an initial video conference call, I
was ‘elected’ to be the Team Leader. How
that happened, I will never know!

While reading article after article, an idea
germinated! 1943 is the year of their death
and 2013 would be the 70th Anniversary of
their sacrifice. Wouldn’t it be great for
amateur radio to commemorate the lives and
contributions of these men? Amateur Radio
is known for our exceptional support of
emergency communications but this would
be different. We could, through the global
reach of amateur radio, highlight the
sacrifices of these unknown men and their
families on the 70th anniversary of their
deaths, 7 October 2013.

Bumps in the road!
As I mentioned in the beginning of this
article, The Forgotten 98 Commemoration
DXpedition received an endorsement from
the highest level of the USAF- Pacific
forces. We subsequently learned this
endorsement did not mean we had
permission to actually go there! It simply
meant the trip was endorsed. Permission
documentation had to be developed and
reviewed and final approval obtained from
the USAF Second in Command, the Vice
Chief of Staff.

At this point, the road leads to a legal “blank
page”. Let me explain. During my research,
I contacted a person associated with The
Forgotten 98, who acted as an agent with
the USAF hierarchy and obtained an
endorsement from the General of the USAFPacific. Due to a Non-Disclosure

To accomplish this, the various staffs of the
USAF had to review the volumes of
documents which were submitted, first at
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the unit level, then the Command level and
finally at the Pentagon. The purpose and
scope of our Commemoration had to be
clearly defined and explained to personnel
who knew little of Amateur Radio.
In this day of budget constraints, we had to
show proof of self funding. In other words,
the Government would have to be
reimbursed for all expenditures. With an
initial budget based on Foundation funding,
individual contributions and Team personal
payments, the Commemoration was able to
provide assurances we would be self
funded.

Due to the delays encountered by the
Commemoration, Carl, K9CS, Tom ND2T
and Stu K6TU had to drop out due to
personal and work related obligations and
were replaced by Jim, N9TK and Ralph,
K9ZO. Carl, Tom and Stu continued to
support the operation and the Team owes
them a debt of gratitude for their preassembly, testing and packing activities.
The final on island Team consisted of;
1. Joe, AA4NN- QSL Manager
2. Joe, W8GEX
3. John, K6MM- Web Master
4. Jerry, WB9Z
5. Jim, N9TK
6. Ralph, K9ZO
7. Craig, K9CT
8. Hal, W8HC
9. Mark NA6M
10. Mike, K9NW
11. Dick, W3OA12. Lou, N2TU- Team Leader

Also, Medical Evacuation Insurance had to
be provided by the Team. USAF Medical
review and clearance had to be obtained for
each member of the Team and documents
provided with personal information were
assumedly used for background checks.
This took many weeks of reviews,
clarifications and escalations and we were
getting close to the 7 October target
activation. In order to hit the window of 7
October, the paperwork and travel orders
had to be completed by 1 October. The end
of September 2013 coincided with the
closing of the Government’s fiscal year and
start of the new budget cycle and it
unfortunately, also coincided with the
shutdown of the Government. Needing to
pay attention to more pressing issues, our
Commemoration paperwork went unsigned
by the USAF and we missed our travel
window. (Flights to and from Wake are
every two weeks).

Station Planning
During discussion with the USAF, we were
offered two locations, an abandoned chapel
across from the Arrivals building and the
Marina location. Using Google Earth, we
were able to establish approximate antenna
fields and coax requirements.
The marina site was a good distance from
the lodging barracks and this necessitated
the movement of the marina operating site
to a beach “house” (An open air hut on the
lagoon). Fortunately, the Beach House was
within walking distance from the barracks.

The continuing shutdown again caused a
delay two weeks in mid October. Finally,
travel authorization was received on 28
October and the group flew to Hawaii to
begin our Commemoration.

Colin Bradley, WA2YUN/ KH9 working on
Wake as a contractor, arranged for the
relocation and his assistance during and
after our operation was nothing short of
phenomenal. Colin was an integral part of
the Commemoration Team. He facilitated
the wiring of the chapel for 220V and
equipped the Beach House with adequate
electricity to support the operation.

The Team
The USAF restricted us to a smaller team
than on Swains so we enlisted 12 operators.
A core team of Swains operators were
solicited and quickly joined the team.
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Antennas

Logistics

The Wake Team decided to use two BigIr
SteppIR verticals along with a Battle Creek
Special for 160M at the CW (oceanfront
site). At the SSB (beach house site), there
would also be two Big SteppIRs. The
SteppIRs performed flawlessly and their
ease of installation allowed us to be QRV
within hours of landing on the island. There
is nothing like pushing a button and have
the antenna tune to your desired band!
Additionally, a CrankIR was installed and
used as a back-up.

Getting all the equipment and site specific
material to Wake Island was a monumental
task. Every piece of gear had to be procured,
inspected, pre-tested, loaded with software
(N1MM), packaged for overseas shipment,
weighed, externally marked, and delivered
to a ‘marshaling’ center.
1. Tom ND2T, John K6MM,
and Kevin K6TD took on the
task of pre-assembling and
testing
the
SteppIr
equipment.
2. Craig K9CT tested the
Elecraft rigs, laptops, CW
and RTTY interfaces.
3. Jerry WB9Z, Val NV9L, and
Carl K9CS, assembled and
packed
the
coax
and
connectors.
4. W3OA, Dick purchased the
site specific material and
stuffed three foot lockers
5. W8GEX- Packaged and
shipped the radial plates.
6. N1DG- Overall logistical
guidance and support.

We also brought along a TW antenna, used
extensively with our fifth (spare) station.
This antenna is quite a nice performer! At
the Beach House, Colin had previously
installed a 6M7JHV (M2), which proved
extremely effective with openings to JA,
BV, BY and KH6.
Equipment
The K9W team chose five Elecraft K3 and
KPA500s which performed without a hitch.
They are a great combination of excellent
receiver performance, lightweight, stable,
reliable. In other words, super for
DXpeditioning!

Once this was done, all the material was
shipped to Kimo, KH7U in Hawaii. Kimo
inventoried the equipment, pre-staged it and
subsequently delivered all 1400 pounds of
material to the USAF at Hickam Air Field.
He was a one man warehouse and freight
forwarder.

For a bit more power on 160M, K9W used
the Expert 2K-FA amplifier. Loafing along
at 1.5KW into the Battle Creek Special, this
amp helped put over 2200 160M QSOs in
the log.
Ten-Tec provided their top of the line
headsets, Giga Parts, the Samlex power
supplies, foot switches, antenna analyzers ,
DX Engineering the radial plates and coax
connectors, InnovAntennas 6M yagi,
Msquare 6M loop, Vibroplex, the Iambic
keys and TW antennas.

From Hickam, the material was in the hands
of the USAF, who delivered it to Wake and
stored it in an environmentally safe area
awaiting our arrival.
Arrival and Operation
Our transportation to and from Hawaii to
Wake Island was on a military chartered
flight. The Team took this opportunity to
relax and prepare for the next two weeks.
Once on Wake, we were ushered into an

In short, the equipment manufacturers
stepped up big time to support our
Commemoration. Check the wake2013.org
sponsors’ page for a complete listing of very
generous sponsors.
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orientation meeting and briefed on the
restrictions of the military installation.

Keeping the Commemoration aspect of this
DXpedition in the forefront, the SSB
stations frequently announced information
regarding The Forgotten 98. On Veteran’s
Day, the Team had a prearranged schedule
with Don, KA7T in Boise, Idaho which was
the home base for the employer of the
Forgotten 98, Morrison- Knutsen. During
the contact, a eulogy, written by Bonnie
Gilbert was delivered by Lou, N2TU, as
well as, an emotional reading of each of the
98 names. This event was taped by a Boise
TV station and aired locally.
The K9W Team also presented a 48 star
World War ll era flag to the USAF with the
K9W logo enclosed. This Flag, in a display,
was hung in a place of honor in the Drifters
Reef above a relic of a 50 Caliber machine
gun used by the defenders of Wake Island in
1941.

After the briefing, the Team settled into the
barracks and then dove right into the
previously delivered equipment pile. This is
where our pre-planning paid off, Big Time!
As part of the logistics plan, all material was
marked with a site identifier, CW or SSB. It
was then a simple matter of breaking down
the pallets and loading the equipment onto a
flatbed truck provided by Colin, WA2YUN.
The Team split into previously assigned
sub-teams, antenna installation and station
set-up. This worked out perfectly. As the
antennas were being installed, Craig, K9CT
and Mark, NA6M set up the station’s rigs,
amps and laptops.
By the time they had completed their work,
the antennas were ready.

Toward the end of the operation, the Team
took time to visit the POW rock. This rock
was carved by one of the Forgotten 98 and
is a place of remembrance and reflection on
those unfortunate men caught up in the
turmoil of war.

At around 6PM (local), K9W was ready to
rock and roll. After a couple hours of rest,
The Forgotten 98 Commemoration began at
0757 UTC, 2 November with JA1ADN the
first QSO in the K9W log.

A Few After Thoughts
The Team schedule, developed by Dick
W3OA, called for a rotating shift schedule.
This schedule, 4 on, 8 off, 4 on, 8 off and
then 3 on and 6 off, provided for adequate
rest periods and rotating shifts allowing the
Team to operate different propagation
openings.
During the entire operating
period, no one missed a shift and some
stayed for multiple shifts demonstrating the
determination of this Team to get you in the
log! It was a dedicated Team effort.

As documented recently, the costs of
activating these ‘rare’ ones are escalating to
astronomical levels. Remember those days
when a single QSO with a rare entity more
than sufficed? Well fellow DXers, those
days are over! Challenge Awards, Leader
boards and multi-mode activities have
dramatically increased the demand for
group operations with multiple set-ups. So
when you hear about the costs associated
with these DXCC entities and wonder why
they are so expensive, look in your log and
see how many band/ modes you’ve filled. It
is a fact that each QSO you made equates to
a dollar amount required to put these rare
ones on the air.

The K9W Team worked 100,062 QSOs ,
provided 2700 new DXCC, 32% Asia, 27%
Europe and 35% NA, a truly remarkable
feat with 4 active stations. Extraordinary
effort was put into EU QSOs as the
propagation to Western Europe in particular,
was very difficult. Each site was provided
with propagation forecasts develop by Stu,
K6TU.

Credits and further ‘Thank Yous’!
It is impossible for the Team to thank each
and
every
supporter
of
this
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Commemoration. The worldwide Clubs,
Foundations and the individual donors made
this
happen;
your
support
and
encouragement was nothing short of
remarkable. We, the K9W Team,
collectively thank you!

which proved invaluable, as we found out
when dealing with the self-funding issue.
Elecraft, SteppIR, DX Engineering, Array
Solutions, Ten-Tec, Expert Amps, M
Squared Antennas, InnovAntennas, TW
Antennas, Vibroplex, GigaParts and Primus
cable and connectors supported this
DXpedition. Their unwavering, generous
support
and
sometimes
unsolicited
contributions greatly added to the success of
our mission.

Our Pilot Stations, headed up by Val,
NV9L, consisted of Hiroo, JA1WSX, Col,
MM0NDX, and Stan, KH6CG provided ontime reporting of the world’s needs and
operating hints. Stu, K6TU did a fantastic
job of developing propagation forecasts
used by the Team and Don, N1DG was
instrumental in guiding the Team through
the ‘ins and outs’ of Logistics.

Thank you for a great DXpedition and
please remember The Forgotten 98 and their
Families. These men are wartime heroes and
our Commemoration honors their lives and
achievements.

Margarett Blackwell and Janet Pater guided
the Financial and Fund raising support,

http://wake2013.org/
_____________________________________________________________________

XZ1J – DXpedition to Myanmar
Paul Ewing, N6PSE

You might say that Zorro MiyawawaJH1AJT is a determined man. A successful
businessman,
philanthropist
and
humanitarian, Zorro made approximately
ten visits to Myanmar over a four year
period to gain permission to bring a multinational DXpedition team to activate
Myanmar as XZ1J.

founder and CEO of SEISA and the
Foundation for Global Children (FGC).
After their successful efforts in Bangladesh
culminating with the very successful S21YZ
DXpedition, Zorro then set his sights on
Myanmar.
Zorro’s first mission was to establish
programs that nurture IT technicians and
trainers, provide support for medical and
education
programs,
provide
water
purification equipment, improve personal
hygienic programs by providing education
and training for physicians, nurses and
public health workers. They formed a joint
project with the Union of Myanmar
Federation of Chambers of Commerce and
Industry. These contacts led to Zorro’s
involvement with the Ministries of Health,
Communications
and
Information
Technology.
Soon,
Zorro
received

Myanmar had not been activated in over a
decade and was just coming out of a fifty
yearlong military dictatorship.
Good things are happening in Myanmar.
Reforms and democracy are taking hold. In
2011 the military junta was officially
dissolved following the 2010 general
election and a civilian government was
elected. Their new Government wants good
things for their people and Zorro sensed an
opening for amateur radio. Zorro is the
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permission to carry out a demonstration
operation as XZ1Z. A few months later,
Champ-E21EIC would join Zorro and
conduct a brief CW operation also as XZ1Z.
These brief demonstration operations gave
the government the confidence to approve a
major DXpedition and to activate Myanmar
on all modes and bands as XZ1J.

President Obama. Everyone in Yangon still
seemed quite excited by President Obama’s
visit and the US Flag is proudly displayed in
Yangon and in Nay Pyi Taw on street lights
and even on various items of clothing and
garments.
The flight from Yangon to Nay Pyi Taw
only takes about an hour. Nay Pyi Taw is
inland, near the center of Myanmar. A few
years ago, the Myanmar Government moved
from Yangon to Nay Pyi Taw. The airport
and much of the infrastructure is very new.
They were preparing for the 27th South East
Asia Games as we visited Nay Pyi Taw.

Being an avid DXer and DXpeditioner with
previous Dxpedition experiences in Eritrea,
Yemen,
Ethiopia,
Kenya,
Bhutan,
Bangladesh
and
Cambodia,
Zorro
recognized the significance of Mount
Pleasant in the hills just north of the
Myanmar capital of Nay Pyi Taw. Mt
Pleasant rises to approximately 1600 feet
above the valley. The Mount Pleasant Hotel
would provide a superb venue for the XZ1J
Dxpedition. We would be QRV on
November 15th, 2013 and we would QRT
the morning of November 26th, 2013.

As we flew over Southern Myanmar on our
way to the central highlands, I marveled at
the vast untouched forests and waterways.
Myanmar is very rich in natural sources and
has plentiful water. Myanmar lacks modern
intercity highways and railways that most
developed countries have.

For the XZ1Z operations, Zorro and Champ
had used simple vertical antennas, however
for the XZ1J DXpedition Yagi antennas and
amplifiers would be employed.

Myanmar is very ethnically diverse. There
are over 135 distinct ethnic groups in
Myanmar. There are many people whose
origins are Tibet, China and India.
Approximately 90% of the population is
Buddhist while approximately four percent
are Muslim and two percent are Catholic
and Hindu.

Soon, the team gathered in Yangon,
Myanmar and met for the first time. It was a
great pleasure for me to visit and operate
again with David-K3LP and Peter-PP5XX. I
was very honored to meet Zorro-JH1AJT,
Franz-DJ9ZB and the rest of the XZ1J
Team. Champ-E21EIC and his lovely wife
JC-E20KNB would meet us in Nay Pyi Taw
as they could fly direct from their home in
Bangkok.

Myanmar is in the monsoon region of Asia
and its coastal regions receive as much as
200 inches of rain annually. While we were
in Myanmar the weather was predominately
hot and humid.

We were fortunate to have one full day of
sight-seeing in Yangon before our flight to
Nay Pyi Taw the following day. Yangon,
formerly known as Rangoon, is a very large
city with crowded streets and heavy traffic.
Surprisingly, motor cycles and scooters are
forbidden and everyone is in a car or on a
bicycle.

Upon our arrival in Nay Pyi Taw, we
immediately made the 40 minute drive up
Mt. Pleasant to our hotel venue on the top of
this 1600’ mountain. We decided to make a
CW/RTTY camp on the North side of the
roadway that divides the mountain top and
the various wings of the hotel. The SSB
camp was placed directly on the other side
of the road to provide some separation
between the stations and the antennas.

We visited the Shwethalyaung Reclining
Buddha and the Shwedagon Pagoda that
were visited the previous November by
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At our CW camp, we employed a very nice
set of 403A high power band pass filters and
an antenna combiner that allowed us to
operate on 10-15-20 meters from a single
Yagi antenna with three stations running
high power all at the same time.

easily almost any time, it was more of a
challenge to work North America and those
contacts were made primarily at or near our
sunrise and sunset. Zorro stressed to us that
one of our major goals was to fulfill the
need for North America. I particularly
enjoyed working the East-coast of North
America via the long path each evening at
our sunset. Ten and twelve meters were
spectacular and fifteen meters was quite
good. Much of the time, it was easier for us
to work the US East Coast than it was to
work the West Coast which was much
closer. The opening for the West Coast was
only via the short-path and occurred just
minutes after our sunrise and would start in
W0/W9 and propagation would work its
way westward through W7 and W6.

This worked very well and saved us a lot of
time in having to set up only one directional
antenna instead of three of them. We also
set up vertical antennas for 12, 17, 30, 40
and 80 meters. For 160 meters, we
employed the services of a rather adept tree
climbing fellow to take our long wire high
into an aging and very tall tree. This made a
very effective support for our 160 meter
antenna.
Over at the SSB camp, we deployed a fiveband Spiderbeam Yagi for 10-12-15-17 and
20 meters. We set up vertical antennas for
additional WARC bands as well as 40 and
80 meters. At the SSB camp, we used a pair
of Kenwood TS-590S radios while at the
CW Camp we used one TS-590S and an
Elecraft K3 dedicated to the low bands.

We were able to work North America so
effectively only because the Japanese
operators were so polite and so well
disciplined that they would adhere to our
requests to stand-by and allow us to work
the furthest regions. We had propagation to
much of Asia around the clock on many of
the bands.

The team was comprised of the following
operators: Zorro-JH1AHT (Leader) FranzDJ9ZB, JC-E2ØNKB, Champ-E21EIC,
Katsu-JA1DXA, Jay-JA1TRC, DavidK3LP, Paul-N6PSE, Peter-PP5XX, RafaelPY2NDX and Kazu-VR2KF.

Operating from Asia
Operating from Asia is quite a unique
experience. The man made noise level can
be quite high. Our main nemesis on the
bands was the dreaded “Chinese Radar”
which would suddenly appear and sweep
through the bands literally destroying our
ability to hear our pileup. There were
several times where we had to literally
abandon a large pileup and a band with
good propagation because the Chinese radar
suddenly made us deaf.

Massive Pile-ups
The pileups for XZ1J were quite large.
While Zorro and Champ had been briefly
active a few months earlier, there had been
no large activation of Myanmar for at least a
decade. There was a significant pent-up
demand for an XZ contact. Propagation on
the high bands was quite good. The SFI was
between 160 and 170 during our operation.
Ten, twelve and fifteen meters were quite
productive during our operation. 17 and 20
meters were less productive but still useful.

We also encountered Asian taxi cabs and
fishing fleets on ten meters from
neighboring countries. I’m sure our pileups
had no idea how difficult it was at times to
discern the call signs from the many sources
of noise and QRM.

The team quickly got into our working
shifts and everyone enjoyed the pileups.
While we could work Asia and Europe quite

After the first three days, team members
Kazu-VR2KF, Katsu-JA1DXA and JC-
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E2ØNKB had to return to their home
countries. The remaining seven operators
kept quite busy manning the stations and
giving out the many contacts. Jay-JA1TRC
was quite busy capturing the logs and
uploading them to Club Log each day.

aspects of the local culture. Myanmar is a
very religious country, predominately
Buddhist. We enjoyed visiting the large
central outdoor market place, the main
Pagoda and the sacred White Elephants in
Nay Pyi Taw. Our operational goals were to
exceed 50,000 contacts and to work the
furthest regions in an effective manner to
reduce the need for an XZ contact. We were
thrilled that we were able to make 54,648
contacts with 17,847 unique stations over
our ten day operation.

Champ-E21EIC was our all-around expert
troubleshooter and IT expert and was kept
quite busy day and night resolving various
issues that sprung up. Champ is a very
enthusiastic operator and would rather
operate than sleep, eat or pretty much
anything else!

Closing thoughts

Push for RTTY

The people of Myanmar are very friendly
and welcoming. They are a little shy
perhaps but always greet you with a smile or
a wave. They are very religious, hardworking people trying to take care of their
families. Everyone seemed genuinely glad
to have us visiting their country. For me, it
was a real pleasure to visit Myanmar.
Unlike many places that we visit, we were
able to freely take photographs and we saw
very few soldiers or armed guards with
AK47s as we have seen in other locations.

During our last weekend, the CQ WorldWide CW Contest was underway. We
decided to stay clear of the contest and
instead focus on RTTY as there was a
significant need for XZ contacts on RTTY.
At one point, we had three separate stations
running on RTTY! A few of the team
members had not tried RTTY before and
they found that they really enjoyed it!
This was a very enjoyable Dxpedition in
every way. Zorro and his assistants Jay,
Obara and our local guide Win, took very
good care of the team. Zorro cooked us
many nice meals out on the balcony of our
CW shack. He is quite the Chef! We also
enjoyed group meals together at the Mt.
Pleasant Hotel. In order to maximize our
operating time, the team elected to have two
meal breaks each day. Zorro and Jay kept
many kinds of fresh fruit and snacks on
hand and no one suffered on this
Dxpedition!

We are very grateful to the German DX
Foundation-GDXF, Northern California DX
Foundation-NCDXF, International DX
Association-INDEXA, Clipperton DX Club,
CDXC, DX-Italia
and all individual
sponsors. It is only through the generous
contributions of the global DX Community
that rare entities such as Myanmar can be
activated.
Thank you,
Paul S. Ewing, N6PSE
Team member-XZ1J

During the XZ1J activation, Zorro was very
busy with his NGO and humanitarian
activities. He attended meetings at the
various Ministries and even held a meeting
with the President of Myanmar.
A visit to Nay Pyi Taw
One of the highlights of any Dxpedition is
to get to see and experience the unique
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VU7AG – DXpedition to Lakshadweep Islands
Krish, W4VKU and Deepak, VU2CDP

Introduction

approvals that are mandatory to enter the
islands. This meant other focus areas like
station planning, equipment purchase, travel
and stay arrangements couldn’t be done
until the very last minute. The outcome of
such delays is always a financial impact
which the organisers have to bear on their
own.

Lakshadweep Islands - the name conjures
up images of swaying palm trees, bright
sunshine and native islanders. A holiday
destination to get some much needed rest
and relaxation. But that description is best
given to laypersons and not radio amateurs.
To radio hams around the world,
Lakshadweep Islands means VU7, a top 50
Most Wanted DXCC Entity. A place with a
great potential for unending pile-ups and
wholesome radio fun.

Planning
The permission came through in late
October when the team had all but given up
and were ready to request a deferral unto
2014. The surprise approval meant timelines
got squeezed and every single day was
critical. This meant devoting all free time
towards preparation. A real stretch, but it
had to be done. Krish took upon the task of
organising equipment that needed to be
brought in from the USA. He eventually had
over 100kgs as checked-in baggage and
American Airlines was more than happy to
fly someone with so much excess baggage!
Chetan, on the other hand, was liaising with
on-island authorities and also gathering
items locally. Deepak, who had by now
memorised the telephone numbers at WPC,
got on to work on the website, operations
planning and getting an excellent team of
pilots together. Meanwhile, VU2PAI and
Krish got busy with arranging sponsorship
for the expedition. It was very comforting to
hear back from the clubs – both big and
small alike, as well as equipment sponsors.
There were many individuals too who
stepped forward to help and it is reassuring
that there are folks who will put their money
where their mouth is. Dxpeditions happen
because of the support of clubs, equipment
manufacturers and of course, individual
sponsoring Dxers.

The story of VU7AG goes back to April
after Krish W4VKU had returned from a 3
day solo effort as VU7KV. The demand was
still high and Bernie W3UR nudged Krish
to check if a team effort would be possible
to meet the demand. The idea for a team
effort was quickly put on the drawing board.
Taking a team to VU7 was going to be no
mean task and amongst all challenges, the
biggest would be getting the necessary
approvals in hand and on time.
Having drawn up probables, the core team
of Krish W4VKU, Chetan VU3DMP and
Deepak VU2CDP, got working on the
logistics. The first order of business was
getting the most important approval from
the licensing authority. A big packet of
documents was couriered to the Wireless
Planning Commission (WPC) of the Dept.
of Telecom at the Ministry of
Telecommunications and IT in New Delhi.
What followed were countless phone calls
from Deepak to WPC, to have the
permission for late November, early
December. The application, sent in June,
would not be acted upon until late October
which meant the months in between were
ones of great anxiety. There was forever the
uncertainty of the permission not coming
through. The initial permission was crucial
as that would determine a bunch of other

One of the challenges we faced was the
team size getting reduced to nine from
thirteen. The dropping out of four members,
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2013 American Samoa and Samoa/5W8 DXpedition (Page 11)

John 9M6XRO, Aki ZL1GO, Jacky ZL3CW
& Kip W6SZN with Dornier-228 at Apia

View from the shack with Spiderbeam in
foreground and 80m vertical at right

John 9M6XRO with Elecraft K3
and Expert 2K-FA

Jacky ZL3CW running a pile-up with
K3 and KPA-500

I

2013 American Samoa and Samoa/5W8 DXpedition cont (Page 11)

Operating position centre left looking
out on the reef

Jacky ZL3CW and Kip W6SZN
running CW pile-ups

Aki-san ZL1GO-JA4EKO celebrates the last QSO of the trip

II

The Commemoration of the Forgotten 98 – K9W (Page 17)

(L-R) Hal W8HC, Dick W3OA, Joe W8GEX, Mike K9NW, Mark NA6M, Jim N9TK,
Craig K9CT, Ralph K9ZO, John K6MM, Lou N2TU, Jerry WB9Z, Joe AA4NN

Mike K9NW and Ralph K9ZO
in the Chapel!

Lou N2TU trying to get a few more QSOs out of
Jerry WB9Z. Yes, we did have fun!

III

XZ1J – DXpedition to Myanmar (Page 22)

All of our equipment is carefully weighed

Team members PY2NDX, N6PSE, VR2KF, K3LP,
JH1AJT, JA1TRC, DJ9ZB and PP5XX meet for
the first time in Yangon, Myanmar

Rafael and Peter assemble a Spiderbeam

4O3A QRO band pass filters and combiner

Shwedagon Pagoda

Shwethalyaung Reclining Buddha

IV

VU7AG – DXpedition to Lakshadweep Islands (Page 26)

Map of the islands

80m & 40m phased arrays

Unloading the heavy expedition gear
from the wooden cargo boat

Butternut HF9V on sea wall

The Spiderbeam (let’s try to put out a better signal
on 10m with 4 elements)

The guest house we leased
V

VU7AG – DXpedition to Lakshadweep Islands cont (Page 26)

Installing the second 80m vertical
element in 6ft of water

Deepak VU2CDP figures out the cables

Aravind VU2ABS tuning the 160m vertical at high tide

Basappa VU2NXM, the veteran CW man on a roll

Chetan VU3DMP, the SSB marathoner

Raji VU2CHM, our Rookie operator
VI

Ivory Coast 2013. (Page 31)

The bungalow

The verticals
VII

Sikaiana Atoll (Stewart Islands), Solomon Islands OC-285 (Page 34)

Mike, K9AJ & Nando, IT9YRE

VIII

due to personal and professional reasons,
meant the size of the expedition had to be
scaled down a bit. Two key individuals who
excused themselves were Prasad VU2PTT
and Murthy VU2MTT, both excellent CW
ops. But they chose to help by being on the
sidelines. While Prasad provided some very
useful guidance and also helped with the
website, Murthy ensured that all items in
Mangalore were tested before being loading
on to the boat, especially the Spiderbeam.
The decision was made to run three stations
from a private guest house on Agatti island.
The operator availability meant that at no
point would there be more than 6 ops until
towards the fag end of the operation.
However, these were least of the problems
the expedition faced.

equipment. It was a good thing to have a
third of the operating team as residents of
Mangalore. Between Chandra VU2RCT and
Pai VU2PAI, Chetan VU3DMP ensured that
all equipment was safely stowed in a small
boat that would leave Mangalore for Agatti
and reach 2 days before the first batch of
ops landed. Or at least that was the plan!
Anxious moments
Every expedition has its share of hurdles to
overcome and the sooner these are
addressed, the better for the operation. One
of the first challenges the team came across
was with the landing permit. After having
obtained the operating licence, the island
entry permits were awaited. Our on-island
liaison man, Sameer, was given the run
around by the island officials due to some
local political QRM which resulted in the
entry permits not being in hand until Krish
was en-route to Agatti on 19th November
morning. It was so last minute that Krish
had to show the just arrived email, which
had the one day validity entry permit
attached, at the airline check-in counter in
order to have his boarding pass issued for
the flight to Agatti. Even while enroute, the
Island officials were vacillating about
offering a permit for the entire duration of
the expedition. Upon landing in Agatti,
Krish took a helicopter ride to Kavaratti to
meet the officials and have the team entry
permit in hand. A very, very tense morning
when the fate of the entire expedition hung
by a thread that was the entry permit.

Getting there
Agatti is one of the islands in the
Lakshadweep Island chain lying to the south
west of India in the Arabian Sea. It is NorthSouth oriented with a length of 5.6 kms and
just about 1000m wide at its broadest point.
It has a population of over 7000 people with
fishing as the primary industry. We saw lots
of fish, but not as many people, which is a
good thing for us city dwellers. We yearn
for places where there are fewer of our own
species! Electricity on the island is provided
by a 100kw power-house with a back-up
solar facility. Power outages can be frequent
but not too long. This was a key factor as
the significant cost of renting generators
could be avoided. We were plagued with
outages that made us lose a few good 12m
openings to NA and during the last week of
the operation the low voltage resulted in
making the solid state amp unhappy.

It was also fortuitous that Krish had decided
to take along a single station setup – a TS
480, KPA 500, a HexBeam (courtesy
NA4RR), a butternut HF9V and a roll of
RG-8X coax. Fortuitous because the cargo
boat still hadn’t left Mangalore due to bad
weather even on the day it was expected in
Agatti! Thankfully, Aravind VU2ABS
joined Krish the following day and had
carried along 60kgs of gear with him.
VU7AG went on air on 20th November on
12m SSB at 12:50 UTC. The first station to
go in the log was RN4HT.

Agatti had been chosen since it is the only
island with an airstrip and a daily flight
service from the mainland which proved to
be
logistically
very
convenient.
Lakshadweep has frequent cargo boat
services connecting the various islands with
the Indian mainland on the west coast.
Mangalore, on the south western coast of
India, was the staging area for all
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It all comes together

when directions were reversed. There was
also notable gain. It was obvious people
were hearing us better than we were hearing
them. During the local VU7 morning
grayline to NA, our pilot Mark N1UK could
hear us at least 2 S-units better when we
were on the phased verticals compared to
the HF9V. On 75m, WB2REM attested to
the fact that the verticals were indeed
performing great by saying “you are loud”.
Well, the sun was up and conditions were
going down. Or at least we thought they
were since we couldn’t hear many callers.
But there was a pile-up raging which we
barely heard. A note to self: maybe go back
there in a few years when low band
conditions are better and take good RX
hardware along.

November 21st meant Krish had to be at the
local School to give a presentation on
Telecommunications
technology
and
amateur radio. He was assisted by Aravind
(station setup) and Sameer (the translator).
The presentation was well received and it is
hoped that it would have kindled enough
interest amidst the young ones that there
would be someone eventually taking the test
someday and we would have a native VU7
on air. After all, some of us on the team still
need VU7 on a few bands.
Chandra VU2RCT arrived on 22nd
November, bringing with him the Acom
1000 amplifier and few other items.
Chandra’s arrival coincided with that of the
boat which was waiting at the dock. Our
cargo had arrived and there was a huge sigh
of relief. Of course, it meant racing against
the clock to get everything unloaded and
start working on the station setups. While
Chandra continued to run the pileups on
SSB, the trio of Krish, Aravind and Sameer
got together in putting up the phased
verticals in the sea along with a few of
Sameer’s friends. It is one thing putting
verticals on the shoreline when the tide is
out, but when you decide to plant your
antennas in the sea at the low tide mark, it
becomes a different ball game when the tide
comes in.

Within the next couple of days the majority
of the team converged on the island with the
last few remaining pieces of equipment.
Nandu VU2NKS, arrived with his K-line
along with Basappa VU2NXM, the veteran
CW man. The Mangalore boys, Chetan and
Pai VU2PAI, completed the operating
roster. Pretty soon more antennas went up, a
Spiderbeam and a 2 element SteppIR yagi.
The 160m vertical proved to be a monster to
put up. The 18m Spiderpole is a difficult
animal to deal with, especially in windy
conditions. And when your terra firma is the
slippery seabed, it takes more than a handful
of people to get it up. This was anticipated
and had been planned for. And soon the top
loaded vertical with 4 capacity hats was up
and brought to resonance on 1.830 MHz.

The tide was over 6ft high and the gradient
on the beach meant the antenna party had a
really challenging task. Putting the
Spiderpoles within the custom-made
supports (excellent fabrication job by
VU2RCT/VU3DMP) took some manpower
and deft manoeuvring. A big thank you to
Sameer and his friends for staying out in the
sun and helping us with the antenna setup
(and tear down later. We can’t thank these
guys enough for the work they did for us).
We had a couple of Butternut HF9Vs and
decided to test the setup. F/B tests revealed
that the phased verticals clearly were
working well when on the 80m array, a BC
station due North of us clearly faded out

VU7AG hit the airwaves with three high
power stations putting out a tremendous
signal that was widely acknowledged by all.
In fact, the team was surprised that they
could be so loud with reports from NA,
which is a difficult polar path from zone 22,
that VU7AG could be heard on 40m and
30m even during daylight hours.
Getting into gear... almost
The first few days of any expedition are
usually quite trying. Very often they set the
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tone for the rest of the expedition. If things
go right, it only makes the job easy for the
team leader and other members. The ops can
simply focus on handing out QSOs to as
many as possible, as quickly as possible.
But if things don’t go right, or at least if the
DX audience thinks it is not going right,
there are battles to be fought and won.

one operating stint on 20m CW at 1300z
during the VU7 - NA grayline. A very loud
VE3EJ was the first to get in the log and
soon there was a pile of NA callers. What
Deepak did after that can be considered
operating sacrilege. He sent “CQ NA”
without realising that he was banging in at
over 20db in EU. That was when the smelly
stuff hit the roof, as they say. What came in
through his headphones was something he
will remember for a long time. A lesson in
operating learnt again the hard way (he had
had his share of lessons when he was a
rookie on VU4PB in 2011. DXers are
unforgiving and apt at teaching lessons real
quick, hi). The next few hours were spent
shovelling EU QSOs and occasionally
sneaking in someone lying beyond EU
across the Atlantic.

We had done some research on the need for
VU7. Based on the findings from Clublog
and the valuable inputs provided by Carl
N4AA from the DX Most Wanted Survey,
the demand was clearly in NA for an All
Time New One (ATNO). This was followed
by band-fill demands on 10m and 12m,
followed by 160m. The team goals were set
accordingly - to focus as much as possible
on NA whenever we had propagation. Little
did we know the backlash of focusing on
NA! The propagation to NA changes
dramatically as one moves from the East
Coast to the West Coast. VU7 is relatively
easier for the East Coast compared to the
West which is directly over the Poles. While
the team ran some big NA pileups to the
East Coast, the West Coast and Southern
states felt largely ignored as propagation
varied. Signals to these parts of the US,
especially the Mid-west, were reported to be
S3 at best and there were growing
complaints that VU7AG was either not
QRV on the band when these areas had
propagation or busy working EU. Add to
this the growing impatience of DXers in
other geographies who were getting
frustrated with this kind of “biased”
operating. The deliberate QRM that we
encountered during those days was some of
the worst we had heard.

A fourth standby station had already been
made operational by then. An Icom IC 7000
paired with a TenTec Hercules II amplifier
allowed for greater flexibility when more
than one band was open to various parts of
the world. But the feedback that we were
getting wasn’t very comforting. It required a
complete overhaul of the earlier plan and
the sooner the better.
Course correction
We had propagation charts and inputs
accumulated from DXers based on which
there was an operating schedule planned for
each day. But the growing complaints meant
the schedules needed to be relooked at. We
had in place an excellent feedback
mechanism in the form of our pilots. Our
team of pilots comprised Stan KH6CG,
Gary DF2RG, Luc LU1FAM, Mark N1UK
and Rich KY6R. A very respected bunch of
ops who had kindly agreed to help us out.
We also had an online feedback mechanism
on our website www.vu7ag.info, which we
called the ePilot, for our worldwide
audience to connect with us. The idea was
to run the operation as transparently as
possible. The blog format allows the DXing
audience to participate in the dxpedition and
helps improve the operating plan gradually.

This was not an outcome we had anticipated
and it required some serious rethinking of
our operating strategy. At the onset of
December, Krish returned back to the US,
since he only had so many days off from
work and also needed VU7 for an ATNO. It
had been agreed that once Krish returned,
Chandra VU2RCT would be in charge
during the interim until Deepak VU2CDP
arrived on the 30th. VU2CDP clearly recalls
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80m, but couldn’t work us. We simply
couldn’t hear them.

Once Krish got back home, he was helped
by the pilots and numerous emails from
DXers who offered some very constructive
feedback. A revised operating plan was
drafted and shared with the team on the
island. It had an hour-wise, band-wise
breakdown of geographies to focus on for
the last week of the expedition. Many in NA
were asking for 10 and 12m, which had
suffered due to the sudden decline in SFI
and also 80/160m because were heard often
with a good signal. With only so many ops
on the island in the last week, it was
difficult to meet the demand all across the
spectrum and also keep the focus on
uniques.

We believe we did adequate justice to
RTTY, a mode that often gets neglected in
medium-scale efforts like ours. VU2NKS
worked overtime and ensured that anyone
who does RTTY, got a crack at VU7 on at
least one band. We ended with an overall
QSO count of 55k plus which should knock
down VU7 on the wanted list.
Based on the Dx community feedback, the
Clublogs leaderboard feature was shutdown
mid-way during the expedition. Many
smaller stations felt that the leaderboard was
leading to a most band/slot competition,
thus depriving the QRP stations the
possibility of logging an ATNO.

It was, however, comforting to have another
op join us towards the end of the operation.
Dr. Raji VU3CHM, the XYL of VU2ABS,
arrived on December 5th. She was a
complete rookie with no experience of
handling pileups. So her arrival was met
with enthusiasm and trepidation at the same
time. She struggled initially, as any rookie
would, while her patient OM ensured that
she didn’t give up and instead took the
pileups head on. She soon got a hang of
things and was running a pile-up, slowly but
efficiently, entertaining only full calls! For
the rest of the team, the last few days were a
blur as they were completely engrossed in
running pileups till the very end.

On the whole, the feedback on the operation
that came through the website, our pilots
and over emails was very encouraging. The
entire team is very grateful to the DX
community who helped us achieve our goals
successfully towards the end. We are
immensely grateful to our sponsors (Clubs –
NCDXF, INDEXA to name a few as well as
to generous individuals), without whose
help, VU7AG would have remained a
dream. Thank you for helping us and we
hope you had fun chasing VU7AG. We
certainly had a blast operating and have
learnt a lot from this experience. We aim to
improve upon areas that require attention
and maybe see you all again with a bigger,
better effort soon. 73 and good dx!

Rounding up
As SFI picked up towards the end of the
first week of December, many QSOs were
made on the higher bands. At the same time,
low band conditions too remained quite
good, which meant a fairly sizeable number
of QSOs were handed out on 40, 30 and
80m. We managed over 500 QSOs on Top
Band but 160m was frequently plagued by
high QRN. A decision was taken that there
would be no more 160m and instead more
time would be spent on 80m. We managed
over 2500 QSOs on 80m and that was
greatly satisfying. An apology though to our
friends in NA who heard us all the time on
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Ivory Coast 2013
Christian/ F4WBN, Paul /F6EXV, and Jan/DJ8NK

It all started at the end of May 2013 when
Christian received some info from his old
TU friends, indicating the radio club TU2CI
had been ravaged during the “events” of
2011.

more complicated for Jan who had to go in
person to the Consulate in Berlin.
Now that papers were all in order, our next
tasks were to gather equipment to be
donated to the radio-club, and organize
shipment so that, ideally, all would be there
before we would arrive so we could help the
motivated TU hams to rebuild their station
and put TU2CI back on the air.

After our joint adventures in TL as guest
operators at Chris’ QTH, operating TL0A,
and our Niger experience in 2012, TU
seemed to be a good destination for 2013.
Though TU is not among the rarest entities,
combining a relaxed DXpedition to a kind
of humanitarian activity motivated F4WBN
(Chris’ new call at home), DJ8NK and
myself to start working on the project.

Chris contacted some of his friends, and a
local company agreed to sponsor transport
from Europe to Abidjan by air.
Arrangements were made to gather the
donated equipment at my place: I went to
pick up a rotator kindly donated by F5VKT
(thank you Ian), we purchased an Icom IC735 from DK9KX at a reasonable price
(thank you Hawa), we added another rig and
some lengths of coax donated by Chris, a
log periodic and vertical antennas donated
by Jan.

Preparations
Chris decided to make a preparatory trip to
Abidjan: meeting the TU operators, and
finding an operating QTH were the aims of
his visit in early August. He could see the
devastated radio-club, evaluate their needs
in terms of equipment, renew contact with
some local sponsors, visit several potential
hotels and eventually select the Hotel de la
Lagune as our operating site. This hotel had
been the QTH of the previous TU2TT
operation, and was ideally situated near
Grand Bassam, 25 kilometers from the
noisy Abidjan and on the shores of the
Atlantic Ocean.

Simultaneously, we all purchased our plane
tickets (there is a direct flight from Paris to
Abidjan every day), making sure we would
be on the same plane flying down. Bookings
were made to fly on November the 15th.
We also had spent some time preparing our
own equipment (rigs and antennas) that we
would bring down as checked-in luggage,
trying to make sure excess would not be too
heavy: we were entitled to 2 pieces of 23kg
each, but that was just a little short : one
piece extra, weighing 14 kg, would
eventually be charged 150 euros !

Chris had been living in Ivory Coast some
years ago, and had no problem renewing his
old TU5AX call-sign. Thanks to TU2JQ,
Jan was issued the TU5NK call, and I was
issued TU5XV. This first step was achieved
fairly smoothly, though at the African
speed…

One week before departure, the 65kg case of
donated equipment was picked up at my
place, along with an antenna long box, to be
airfreighted to Paris and then onto Abidjan.
We all kept our fingers crossed so that it
would reach its destination on time.

Securing visas was not a problem either: it
took Chris and I about 6 minutes at the
Ivory Coast consulate in Bordeaux to get the
needed stamp on our passport. It was a bit
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I was nominated volunteer to set up a basic
web page for the expedition, containing the
traditional
information
that
every
Dxpedition wants to share, including a
Clublog log check. Using some template
found on the net, the pages were soon on the
web, and we could start informing the
various DX bulletins about our trip. While I
was working on the website, Jan and I
contacted some clubs asking for financial
sponsorship. Though TU was not among the
top needed entities, the response was great
when the clubs considered the humanitarian
goal of our trip, and the fact RTTY would
be put on quite extensively.

operating hut after leaving his personal stuff
in the sleeping hut.
Heat and humidity made this fairly tiring,
and progress was kind of slow.
I finally joined my two companions on the
next day, bringing more antennas.
Monday the 17th was entirely devoted to
antenna erecting, and so were the next few
days: 2 WARC band verticals, 2 20/15/10m
verticals were relatively easy to put up,
though tuning them up properly, close to
perfection, was quite time consuming as we
had to take some rest breaks. The most
difficult was erecting the inverted L low
band antenna. It covered 160/80/40m, and
the high attachment point was to be at the
top (or almost) of a coconut tree. It took us
3 days to get a tree climber: an employee of
the hotel, in charge of the swimming pool,
was indicated to us as a specialist, as he
already helped the Italian group in the same
task. It was absolutely outstanding to see
him climb the coconut, barefoot, holding
some of the ropes in his mouth, just at his
arms strength. He had to pause twice on the
way up to the top, and when he sort of sat
on the trunk, he put his legs around it and
had his 2 arms free to affix the pulley to the
tree. He also paused on his way down, and
was happy to sit down on the sand and rest
for a few minutes, relaxing his muscles after
a huge effort.

The Operation
November 15th is D-day. Chris was flying
out of Biarritz, Jan out of Hamburg and
myself out of Bordeaux, to all meet in
Charles de Gaulle airport. Two hours before
my flight was due to take off, I received an
SMS telling me my flight was delayed 30
minutes. I still could make it on time and
catch the connection in Paris. Once at the
airport, there were announcements that the
flight from Bordeaux to Paris would be at
least 2 hours late: I could not believe it, as
this meant I would not be in Paris on time.
The Air France personnel tried every option,
there was no solution! I sadly had to inform
Chris and Jan that I would not be able to fly
with them, and I was re-routed to the same
flight… on the next day!
Chris and Jan made it fine to Abidjan, going
through customs was easy, no hassle
whatsoever despite the sensitive radio
equipment and large antenna boxes carried.
A taxi organized by the hotel was waiting
for them, and took them to Bassam. After a
good night rest, Chris got up early and
started assembling his vertical antennas and
station: he was QRV by midday and started
operating RTTY.

More than an inverted L, the wires had to
look like an F where the upper horizontal
part was 160m, the middle horizontal part
was 80m. Many ropes had to be
manipulated a number of times to be guided
across trees to their attachment point. A
couple of 40m elevated radials were also set
up before we could start doing measures and
tuning. We had to cut both ends several
times before we could reach proper
functioning, having some difficulties with
the antenna analyzer, as well as with the rig
used as a SWR meter too. Heavy rain and
electrical storms forced us to take breaks
too, including for causing various power

Jan could also start working on some
vertical antennas which he had carried on
the plane, and prepared his rig in the
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cuts. Though the place was nice, heat,
humidity, rain, thunder, power cuts became
our constant enemies. After a few days of
efforts, the hotel ground looked like a wire
factory!

where we met TU2OP Jean-Jacques who
came to see us too.
It was amazing how time flew so fast: the
end was approaching already, and TU2CI’s
equipment was still not cleared from
customs. TU2FQ nevertheless organized our
visit at their premises. We had a quick
gathering on the last day of our stay at the
other side of Abidjan: the radio shack was
now neat and clean, ready to receive the
new rigs. Jan explained in details to TU2FQ
how to assemble the LP5 log periodic once
they would clear the equipment from
customs. We could feel Joel’s and his
friends’ motivation to get back on the air as
soon as possible…

It was time to get on the air (in between
power cuts) and time for Jan’s rig and
amplifier to start giving us headache with
intermittent malfunctioning. Surgery was
sometimes required; sometimes just chest
opening and closing was enough to put it
back to life. Internet access from the
operating shack was fairly erratic:
sometimes, a good 10 minutes were needed
to download an email, in between power
cuts!
Finally, all 3 calls were on the air: TU5AX
Chris, TU5NK Jan and TU5XV myself.

Upon returning to the hotel, we were on for
the last few QSOs before having to
dismantle everything. Some antennas, coax
cable and miscellaneous equipment were
put aside to be left back for the club (we
would meet TU2FQ and TU2XZ at the
airport to hand it over), packing to go home
was almost finished, and the last shower
was enjoyed before going to the airport.
Wanting to leave my room, I found myself
locked in, with no escape through the
windows, also blocked. The door lock was
broken, and could not be released: panic
was around! After half an hour, Jan finally
managed to unblock the lock and I was set
free.

Propagation was not as good as it had been
a couple of weeks prior to our operation.
We were also facing hard competition by
other Dxpeditions to rarer places that were
on at the same time: T33A, VU7AG,
S21ZBB, XR0ZR, XZ1J and the KH8 group
left little room on the bands!
We were visited at the site by TU2FQ Joel
who kept us informed of the difficulties in
clearing the big case of equipment still
under customs: every day brought new
papers requirements from the custom
officers, as well as import duty fees and
taxes. It was more complicated than we
thought, as our TU friends no longer had the
right contacts at customs, due to the civil
war and its consequences.

A few hours at the airport waiting for our
flight, enjoying our last African beer, and
TU-2013 was now history.
We want to thank our TU friends, Misses
Fayal of the Hotel de la Lagune, our DX
club sponsors (Chiltern DX Club,
Clipperton DX Club, European DX
Foundation, GM DX group, Swiss DX
Foundation) and F6KOP, Radio 33, RF
Ham, SpiderBeam.

Chris was on exclusively on RTTY, Jan did
both SSB and RTTY, I was doing a majority
of CW and some SSB, so we could satisfy
the demand from the DX community for
TU.
Our operating was interrupted by our meals
at the beach restaurant, a few meters from
the ocean. After a few days, we knew the
relatively limited menu by heart, but a beer
was never missing on the table. This is

See you next from….??
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Sikaiana Atoll (Stewart Islands), Solomon Islands OC-28
June 2013
H44S Nando/IT9YRE, H44AJ Mike/K9AJ
Nando and I had been working on OC-285
since 2011.
The big problem was
transportation.
Sikaiana Atoll is
completely surrounded by a coral reef, so
that only a small dinghy or canoe can cross
the reef. Immediately outside the reef the
depth plunges, so it is not possible for a
boat to safely anchor outside the reef.

We spent Friday afternoon & Saturday
purchasing last minute items, chiefly
bottled water, food & electrical cables.
Our freighter left Honiara after dark on
Sunday, June 2. The trip was a regular
supply run by the freighter, so we made
many stops on the way to Sikaiana, finally
arriving there around sunrise on Tuesday,
June 4.

We searched all the charter services that
advertise in the western Pacific but none
wanted to take us to Sikaiana. In January
2013 we had a brief conversation w/
Ralph, H44RK, who was planning a visit
to Sikaiana but he made several nonnegotiable demands that we could not
accept, so we dropped any further contact
with him in late January.

We had previously been in contact with
the council of chiefs on Sikaiana & asked
for an operating site away from the village
& close to the water. They cleared a site
for us about a mile from the village and on
the lagoon.
We set our vertical dipoles up close
enough to the lagoon that they were almost
in the water at high tide.

We had a very good travel consultant in
Honiara who contacted us in Feb/March
about the possibility of taking an interisland freighter to Sikaiana. These ships
make the trip from Honiara to Sikaiana
monthly but there was the possibility of a
“diversion charter” where we would take
the boat on its regular trip to Sikaiana, then
we would pay for it to divert back to
Sikaiana to pick us up after our operation.

We had some problems to deal with:
Nando’s laptop was “dead on arrival” out
of his suitcase in Honiara, so he had to use
a paper log.

Nando and I met in Brisbane airport
around 5am on Friday, May 31. Nando
was accompanied by his nephew Salvo
who was not a ham but came along as a
“helper”.

The nominal voltage in the Solomons is
230V. Our generator was rented from one
of the chiefs. When Nando connected his
12V power supply to the generator, it did
not work. I told Nando he could use my
spare FT-897 with built-in power supply
(already set for 230V). He plugged that in,
there were two loud “bangs” & smoke
came from my radio. At that point I got
out my Radio Shack VOM & measured the
voltage coming out of the generator: 290
volts!

We flew to Honiara on Friday morning.
Solomon Airlines charged me the
equivalent of $1 USD per ounce of excess
weight and I was 35 kg overweight!

Fortunately, I had not yet plugged my
power supply into the generator, so it was
still good. The generator had a voltage
adjustment & using my VOM, we adjusted

This option was costly: about $23,000
USD but it was the only way for us to
activate OC-285, so we agreed.
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it back to 230V (the owner later told us the
adjustment often changes from the
vibrations of the generator, so a daily
voltage check & re-adjustment was done
each morning).

then a program of native song & dance
followed.
There was a tropical depression south of
Sikaiana that caused high sea swells &
winds. The boat didn’t come on Saturday.
We expected it the next day, and the next
day but it didn’t arrive until Thursday,
June 13, five days late.

We were able to borrow/rent a 12v
car/truck size battery & a heavy duty
battery charger. So Nando ran his FT-900
from the 12V battery which was connected
to the charger powered by the generator.

We learned on the trip back that Sikaiana
exports pigs-we shared the deck of our
freighter with 9 pigs! Because of the
tropical depression, the trip back was
difficult. We arrived back in Honiara after
midnight on the night of Friday, June 14.
There was no flight to Brisbane on
Saturday so we didn’t leave Honiara until
Sunday.

We were then QRV & stayed on the bands
until well past midnight local time each
night & then napped in the village till
dawn (the roosters started crowing around
4am) then back to our op site.
Conditions were good & the pile-ups were
substantial.

Our QSO totals for 3 days QRV:
We expected the freighter back on
Saturday morning, June 8, so after three
days QRV, we shut down late am on
Friday, June 7. That afternoon I made a
presentation to the council of chiefs,
explaining why we were there, all about
IOTA & ham radio. That evening the
community had a special get-together
where we presented them with boxes of
medicines & medical supplies that they
had previously told us were needed, &

Nando, H44S (SSB): 2,896
Mike, H44AJ (CW): 2,919
Total: 5,815 QSOs
QSLing is via three methods: OQRS,
traditional SAE + postage, or bureau.
Thank you to IREF for supporting this
DXpedition.
Nando, IT9YRE & Mike, K9AJ
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The Little Pistol’s Guide to the 2014 CDXC Marathon
Challenge – Part 2
Dave Gould, G3UEG
Introduction

does take several iterations to get all the
dimensions right.
(Websearch on
“G3TXQ Cobwebb”). If you want to buy
a 1:4 balun rather than make your own
they are available from Balun Designs in
the USA.

In this part I will describe some of the
antennas I have used that fit into a small
garden, and how to minimize the
compromises and achieve maximum
performance and flexibility.
Small
antennas usually have a narrower
bandwidth, so switched tuning has to be
considered. This then leads on to the need
for station automation.

Getting onto 40/80/160
The lawn in my back garden is only 5m x
9m, with a small extra bit off to one side.
A few times a year I can put up a trap
vertical/inverted L for the LF bands for use
over a long weekend. In the centre of the
lawn I have a 4.5inch diameter 10g
aluminium tube 70cms long buried in a
large lump of concrete under the lawn to
act as a mast socket. The concrete stops
about 20cms below the surface, so the
lawn can grow happily over it and the cap
on the socket is all that normally shows. I
can remove the cap when required and
insert the 3inch square mast base post into
the socket, the diagonal is a perfect sliding
fit into the buried tube. Underneath the
lawn are about 30 short radials, laid simply
by cutting a slot with a lawn edging tool
and are supplemented by a couple of large
diameter earth stakes to increase the
surface area in contact with the soil. When
I put the antenna up I add another 20-30
radials on the surface which are longer and
can extend beyond the lawn and go over
the flower beds, patio and paths. The
antenna starts off as a normal ¼ wave
vertical to a 40m trap. Above that, a wire
for 80m is taped to a fishing pole that
gives a gentle curve to the wire from
vertical to sloping down to the ridge of the
house.

Cobwebb antenna
Last year my only permanent antenna was
a Cobwebb antenna covering the five HF
bands. I have found it a very effective
antenna, and on a mast fixed on the rear
house wall and at a height just above the
ridge of the roof it is fairly unobtrusive. It
is a set of five nested dipoles bent into a
square shape just over 2.5m per side, and it
is best if you can rotate it. They are
available ready made from G3TPW. A
websearch on “Cobwebb antenna” will
provide you with several pages written by
people who have built their own and give
the critical dimensions. Because of the
bent shape the feed impedance is low,
around 12ohms, so matching to 50ohms is
important.
The original design uses a
folded dipole system. This means that the
design has three variables (wire length, tip
separation and position of the shorting link
for the matching system) which must have
taken much work to get right across all
five bands. G3TXQ, the designer of the
Hexbeam has designed a variant that uses
a 1:4 balun to do the impedance
transformation so leaving only two
variables to optimize - the wire length and
the tip separation.
There is some
interaction between the five elements so it
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Because of the loading of the trap and the
proximity of the house, hedges and trees,
the feed impedance on 80m is lower than
normal at around 20ohms. The wire is
therefore made slightly longer than ¼
wavelength to give a feed impedance of 25
+ jxx. I then use a heavy duty variable
series capacitor to remove the reactive
component and then feed through a 1:2
unun. On 80m I can just get away with one
tuning segment for SSB from 3.6 to
3.8MHz. (If you need to cover the whole
band you could add a switched series
loading coil). On both 40m and 80m I use
a large high impedance RF choke as a

shunt to ground to reduce noise and bleed
any static. For 160m I use a switched Lnetwork to tune the antenna and because
the bandwidth is only about 50KHz I need
four segments. I tune the capacitor for the
lowest segment and then switch out a
varying number of turns of the coil for the
three higher segments, I have never found
a need to change the capacitor setting. All
four segments are needed for the CQWW
160m SSB contest, but for most other
events you could probably get away with
fewer. I use a remote antenna switch at the
back of the house to select between the
three LF bands and the Cobwebb.

The antenna performs very well on 80m,
and reasonably on 160m. Perhaps
surprisingly, the poorest band is 40m

where it is not sufficiently in the clear.
Subjectively, I have felt that even a modest
40m inverted-V dipole performs better.
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Specialisation

which also uses frequency segments which
hold the required auto ATU settings. The
Station Master can pass the current
transmit frequency to the amplifier for it to
tune itself BEFORE you actually transmit.
This station-wide automation gives the
capability of almost instant QSY from
anywhere to anywhere. A click of a
cluster spot will reconfigure the entire
station in less than a second to be ready on
the new frequency. Several times this has
got me a new DXCC or slot before the
hoards descend.

Rather than try and cover many bands in a
limited way, another approach is to try and
put up a better antenna for one band or a
limited range of bands for a specific period
of time. In 2012, I put up just a 6m beam
for a few months in the summer during the
sporadic-E season. This year, for example,
while near the peak of the sunspots, I am
for a while, just operating on 10/12m. For
a few days before the 10/12m antenna
went up I put up a 40m inverted-V dipole
which was also useable on 15m.

Operating techniques
Noise and receive-only antennas
When a DX station is operating split
having a 2nd receiver is a big advantage.
You can listen to the DX and also trawl up
and down his listening range looking for
the callers to try and identify where he is
listening, or to determine his listening
pattern. When operating split, I keep my
left hand almost permanently on the 2nd
receiver VFO knob. Some DX operators,
if they can identify a quiet(er) frequency,
will occasionally say listening xxxxx. If
you can get on that frequency quickly you
have a chance again to get in before the
rabble. (Most of whom are probably not
listening carefully anyway!)

In a suburban location, noise is a major
problem on the LF bands, so I also use a
Wellbrook loop for receive. This is on a
small TV type rotator to enable it to be
turned to give the greatest nulling effect in
the direction of the worst noise.
Automation
When using the LF antenna there is a need
to switch nine different relays. I decided a
long time ago to use station automation to
enable the switching to be automatic, so
there was no room for human error. The
core of the automation is a Microham
Station Master. This has about 20
switching outputs that can be programmed
as required. However, the main facility of
the unit, which puts it way above a normal
band decoder, is that you can specify the
frequency segments you want and then
program the switching based on your
defined segments. This, for example,
allows me to specify the four separate
segments within 160m and switch the
tuning relays accordingly. It also controls
the antenna switch.
Station Master
effectively sits between the rig and the
logging program, getting the transmit
frequency from the CAT link. I use an SPE
Expert amplifier with its inbuilt auto ATU,

Conclusion
I hope you find some of these ideas useful
and have some fun participating in the
CDXC Marathon Challenge.
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DXpedition Funding – A Glimpse of the Future?
Gordon Rolland, G3USR
As Treasurer of CDXC I am involved with
the rest of the Committee in the award of
Club sponsorship to DXpedition applicants.
In addition, as Treasurer of The Five Star
DXers (FSDXA – those who most recently
brought you 3B7C and T32C), I am aware
of the difficulties of financing DXpeditions
and particularly big ones involving multiple
thousands of pounds.

merchandising

fundraising.

1. The participants’ DXpedition experience;
2. The substantial Sponsors’ publicity and
other benefits such as articles provided by
the DXpedition for publication;
3. Sponsoring Club Members’ bulk QSLing
arrangements;
4. The Deservings’ fun of the chase; and
5. The Deservings’ receipt of contact
verification by way of LOTW upload,
OQRS / direct QSL cards or bureau QSLs.
The cost contribution of the Deserving in
most circumstances varies from a
substantial personal donation, through a
modest cost contribution sent with a QSL
card request or donation up-front, to nothing
at all.

Note that this is NOT an article that seeks to
justify raising DXpedition funds one way or
another so, please don’t get on your high
horse! It simply seeks to point out the way
that I believe that it may develop.

That’s right, in some cases absolutely
nothing at all. Therefore, there is sometimes
a substantial disparity between those who
contribute most and those who contribute
nothing. This could be considered not only
as ‘unfair’ but more controversially perhaps
as the root of the financing issue facing
DXpedition organisers today. Note that,
from FSDXA’s experience, we know that
many who work DXpeditions are not
interested in confirming QSOs and, of these,
a significant proportion do not make a
contribution.

So, what are those trends and how might
they change the way that DXpeditions are
financed in the medium and longer term?
Here are a few thoughts.
Historical

other

I observe that, historically, the funding of
DXpeditions has been contributed by only a
proportion of those who derive benefit.
What’s included in ‘benefit’ here? I would
include:

Recently there has been discussion on the
CDXC reflector and in committee of
changes that are emerging in the relatively
long standing process of sponsorship
applications. There has also been some
international debate about the seemingly
continual increase in DXpedition costs in
recent years, most recently highlighted by
the strenuous fund raising pleas from the
organisers of the Amsterdam Island
DXpedition, FT5ZM. And in just the last
several days their decision to ask for $7US
for an OQRS requested QSL card.

Features of the
Current Situation

and

and

Traditionally DXpeditions have been ‘selffunding’ and have tried to break-even.
DXpedition organisers have sought to cover
costs by a combination of contributions
from participants and sponsorship from
Foundations, Clubs and personal donations
with some help from any incidental other
income,
such
as
direct
QSLing,

What might DXpedition
Options be in the Future?

Funding

For the DXpedition participant it seems
likely that a substantial contribution will
continue to be required for travel,
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subsistence and all or a substantial part of
each DXpedition’s costs, e.g. logistics.

Why does this have to be addressed you
may ask? I believe that it is, at least
partially, a matter of self-interest for the
Deserving. For example:

For Foundations and Clubs it seems likely
that requests for funding amounts may
increase – but that better value will be
sought for Club members in particular in
return, e.g. in exchange for contact
confirmations (LOTW and QSLs).

1. Some recent DXpeditions have been
limited in their choice of participants
by the substantial personal cost
contribution required. By my own
observation, this has on occasion
resulted in relatively inexperienced
operators being put in the
DXpedition ‘hot seat’. The result has
been plain for all to hear on the
bands.
Inexperienced
and/or
incompetent DXpedition operators
are a plague and cause untold chaos
and DQRM.
2. There is a view that ‘if you cannot
afford it, don’t go’. I would question
this view. The result of strictly
confining participation only to those
who can directly afford it would be
that (many) less DXpeditions would
take place. This is not what we want.
3. There will always be options for
those who do not agree with a
particular DXpedition’s financial
policies in relation to confirmations.
These include ‘do not work them’ or
‘if you do work them then don’t
request a contact confirmation’. So
be it.

For individuals there may be more dramatic
change. In my view, the days of ‘something
for nothing’ in Amateur Radio are
numbered. More comprehensive and more
equitable cost sharing arrangements are
likely to emerge. This could include a ‘pay
as you go’ approach for all, with cost
contributions linked to the receipt of the
personal benefit derived. For example,
beneficiaries could be asked to contribute by
…
1. Paying per LOTW upload,
possibly being directly related to
each ‘band slot’ for which an
LOTW confirmation Is required;
2. Paying per QSL ‘band slot’ for
which a confirmation is required,
requested via OQRS or a direct
QSL card; or
3. Paying per QSL ‘band slot’ for
which
a
bureau
QSL
confirmation
is
required,
requested by OQRS or other
electronic facility.

What might happen next?
There will be much debate about the rights
and wrongs of changes such as these. They
are likely to emerge piecemeal so it will
take time. However, it is indisputable, as the
old truism has it that ‘there is no such thing
as a free lunch’ and things will change. In
my view, movement towards greater
commercialism in rare location DXpedition
funding is already happening. The only
uncertainties are the related timing and the
detail of the new funding policies.

The days of a ‘free’ bureau card in return
for a bureau card may become a thing of the
past for DXpedition contacts.
This is by no means a definitive list of
options and there are many considerations
which would have to be taken into account
when establishing the level and mechanics
of any related process.
However, I believe that some mechanism
needs to be found to address the related
issue, that is, how best to share the related
costs.

There is another factor here. It is that Clubs
and Foundations may wish to determine
what the DXpedition’s detailed financial
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policies are before they pledge sponsorship.
Then subsequent payment could be made
dependent on these policies being followed.
Financial transparency - DXpedition
accounts - could also be required. This all
may bring cash flow issues for some,
however, it would be necessary to ensure
compliance and deter profiteering. In my
view this would be a minor inconvenience
to the DXpedition in return for a certain
pledge of substantial sponsorship. Financial
transparency of DXpedition finances may
similarly become important to individual
confirmation claimants by providing some
assurance for all those who are 'forced' into
paying for a confirmation.

Whilst Clubs and Foundations continue to
provide sponsorship, they also have a key
role to play in ensuring that emerging
changes are in the interests of their members
and as far as possible in the interests of the
Deserving in general. That will be a difficult
balance to achieve in these changing and
challenging times!
In Conclusion – Please Note
I would stress that the views expressed
above are my own personal assessment and
are not necessarily those of the CDXC
Committee nor those of The Five Star
DXers.

_____________________________________________________________________

DXpedition funding – I feel so guilty
A guilt-ridden G

Breath deeply - "Sarcasm is the lowest form
of wit, but the highest form of intelligence,"
(Oscar Wilde).

feeling of responsibility and angst for those
without a DXCC confirmation on every
band and mode (or more). I owe it to them.
Bless them all.

Today I have been required by the amateur
radio community to go to yet another
African country for a contest. My heart
sinks. It is not so long ago that I was forced
to go to other African countries and endure
the heat, the mosquitoes, low beer prices,
delicious tropical fruits, mobs of tourists
and, worst of all, the unending pile-ups. I
also had to endure being called “Sir” by
people who are often poorly dressed and
don’t really speak English. I then had to
take all of the dollars out of the requests for
QSL cards myself. I also had to work out
for myself exactly what to take and I felt
forced to check out antennas in the wildest
of UK winters. However I know it is
needed – the amateur radio community has
said that it is my duty to activate such
places. I have learned not to enjoy pile-ups.
Visiting an exotic foreign country has no
attraction and even bragging to friends on
my return does little for my overwhelming

It is small comfort that I will try to get
money out of them for my burden.
Fortunately I have managed to confuse most
of my travel and hotel costs in the publiclydeclared cost of the trip- and there are no
public accounts. Some of the DX zealots
confuse the number of unique QSOs with
the total number of QSOs and thus feel
particular guilt at not making bigger
financial contributions.
I have decided that I can ease my financial
position – but only because it was forced on
me – by charging for QSL cards. I have
decided to ignore the OQRS management
advice and charge $10 per QSL. That is
about five times the actual cost so it is good.
I know it is a problem for those who see
OQRS as an economical and efficient way
of QSLing in the 21st Century – but what do
they know? Some people desperately NEED
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a QSL to get on the Honour Roll and it is
only fair that others should finance their
ambition. After all, that’s is what amateur
radio is about – getting to the top regardless
of the cost to others. Voluntary
contributions are for milk-sops and losers.

QSL card via the internet. Everyone else
will be ignored as they have not paid their
dues and are miserable scroungers. Those
who have contributed will of course be able
to pay the usual supplement for their QSL
card if they miss their QSO slot for some
reason.

Fortunately this will probably be my last
DXpedition under the old rules. A few of us
have been working for some time now on a
master data base which will ensure that
DXpeditions only work those who have
already paid. That should be wonderful. It
will reduce pile-up QRM and cut out the
moaners and those who are too mean to
contribute. No more “Mr Nice Guy” for
pensioners and others who cheat by being
available for DX during normal working
hours. DXpeditions will just call
contributors at scheduled times and send a

Some newcomers (fortunately there aren’t
many) will complain that they also need the
less rare countries. Ignore them – only those
focused on the top 50 are worth listening to.
PS On a different tack, if the cost of a
DXpedition is greater than the GDP of the
entity being visited, it might be a good RoI
(return on investment) to buy the whole
country and then lease it back to them after
the operation has taken place – what do you
think?

_____________________________________________________________________

DXpedition QSLing Morals
Roger Western, G3SXW
wouldn’t enjoy their trip: it’s a two-way
street.

Proposal helping DXpeditions with their
costs should be charitable donations. But
charging for confirmation of QSOs should
not be acceptable.

This
group
also
refuses
bureau
confirmations. That debars them from
funding support by many DX clubs whose
funding
conditions
demand
bureau
confirmations. Does that make sense? They
would throw away potentially hundreds of
dollars in funding support to save
themselves the few dollars of QSLing via
bureau. No: their tactic is to encourage even
more to pay their fee for direct or LoTW
QSLs.

Y’see, there’s a big difference between
charitable, voluntary donations and selling
something. The latest development is when
an Italian DXpedition group (I2YSB)
charges $4 for a direct QSL card (with a
free LoTW thrown in) or, if you prefer,
$1.50 for a LoTW confirmation with no
QSL card. In both cases they stand to make
$1-2 per confirmation above costs.

This seems to be yet another example of the
slippery slope, sliding from a friendly hobby
into the abyss of subsidised holidays. Their
next one is to be 9J2T, number 169 Most
Wanted Country (per ClubLog). Will YOU
send them money to pay for their beer?

This they would claim helps to offset the
costs of the DXpedition. But surely we
should differentiate between funding the
DXpedition and providing confirmations.
Those who made QSOs and who would like
a confirmation may not wish to subsidise
the DXpedition. And, by the way, without
their QSOs the DXpedition operators
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FKA Corner
Geoff Plucknett, G4FKA
In celebration of the local radio
society

I was perusing over coffee between concerts
at a recent folk festival. You see it isn't just
us! Let's celebrate the age of the local radio
society.

It is perceived common wisdom that local
amateur radio societies aren't what they used
to be. You know the comments; committee
never arrange anything; nothing ever
happens; I don't bother any more.

FT5ZM without tears - tales from a
little pistol
I hope everyone who needed it managed to
get at least one contact with the recent
FT5ZM expedition. It should have been an
easy one from the UK being in the "right"
direction for good strength daytime QSOs
on the higher bands. So like everyone else
the little pistol with his wet string switched
on and listened hopefully as they started up
on the various bands. Yes there they were,
good signals and hope was high. Then all
hell broke loose: DQRM; huge pile-ups (15
KHz on CW and up to 50 KHz on RTTY!);
the up/spleeeet police; easy, booming,
thanks for 27th band/mode slot. So the little
pistol got depressed and decided there was
more to life than listening to that lot.

I read a little article on clubs recently. You
know the magazine; published monthly; A4;
colour covers; topical articles; reviews;
local club news; diary dates. What did it
say:
It is generally accepted that the heyday of
the English club was the 1960s and 1970s, a
period when almost every town had at least
one club. Many of these met weekly and
most were often packed with young (or
youngish) people. Since then the number of
clubs
has
declined gradually,
with
attendance at many surviving clubs
dwindling or ageing...
My experience is exactly the opposite. I am
a member of several local clubs that seem to
be on the up. We even had a new club start a
year or two ago. Having given talks at
around half a dozen West Country societies
in the last couple of years I would say that
the club scene is alive and well with
memberships increasing, more activities
being organised and licence training
growing in popularity. In fact I would say
that the club scene is as healthy today as it
was a century ago when the first local
groups got together to share knowledge and
those "trick" (as they always seemed to be
called) circuits. So I encourage everyone to
ignore the perceived wisdom and get out
there and support their local societies.

However all was not lost. The little pistol
remembered from previous expeditions that
a good tactic was to wait. Wait until the
cluster,
panadaptor,
skimmer
and
tower/beam brigades had had their fill. Wait
until the pile-ups were slightly less than
before. Wait until the signals were just that
little bit better.
Remember that later in their trips the good
expeditions really do take the time to listen
for the weaker stations. In fact wait until the
final weekend! Then listen. Tune around the
pile-up area and see where the gaps are.
And remember that just because the other
stations calling are strong with you, they
may not be stronger than you with the
expedition. A few hours later 4 bands and
two modes were in the log and the job was
done. And not a tear was shed!

Oh yes - that quote. Well it came from a
monthly magazine on traditional music that
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Digital Diary
Roger Cooke, G3LDI
Change of Name – Second report

saw an article in QST about WSPR and
thought it sounded interesting. So I strung a
wire down the garden got the FT1000d out
of the loft and downloaded the required
software. After a bit of a steep leaning curve
trying to remember how to put all the wires
together in what is laughingly called a
"wireless station" it all came together
again...

I have not exactly been inundated with a
supply of information, but I have had a
couple of responses, so here is what I have
thus far. This comes from Ian Capon
G0KRL.
I've had my licence since 1988 and played
mainly with SSB and CW till I discovered
RTTY using a Spectrum computer.
Eventually I graduated to a PC and ran a
pair of Pakratt PK-232's with my Yaesu
FT1000d for Single Op 2 VFO operation.

I was running on WSPR with quite
surprising results, I'd never really tried
much QRP and so was quite amazed how
my 5 watts were being heard. And all while
I was able to garden, decorate and do all the
other things I love (?) to do on my days off!
The start of a slippery slope.

I was lucky where I was living at the time to
be able to put up a few aerials including a 2
element quad for HF and various wires for
LF including a far end grounded Inverted-L
or "Steeple" antenna as G3BDQ calls it for
160m.

Now move forward 12 months and I am
active on PSK31, PSK63 JT65 and JT9 so
far only on HF, although 6m is quietly
calling HI. I'm using less power than I
would once have used on VHF with a
handheld radio and using a Doublet with a
90ft top which at its highest point is maybe
15ft high and turns so many corners to fit
into the garden I probably shouldn't call it a
Doublet! But I'm back on radio and I'm
working a bit of DX again.

I was also able to run an amp at the full
400w after taming a couple of neighbour’s
stereo systems.
I was never a "Big Gun" station but maybe
grew from "Little Pistol" to "Medium
Pistol" with a few good shows in various
contests.

I've been working stuff with these digi
modes that either I can't hear or can't make
hear me with CW at the same power level.
As an example while writing this I've just
worked a VK7 on 30m using between 3 and
4 watts.

Probably became a little "infamous" as the
station that caused problems in the 2000
ARRL RTTY Contest for those that were
using WF1B software as it proved to be
rather unhappy with my call sign of the time
- G0KRL/2K !

Now I will admit it is rather like watching
paint dry using JT65 and JT9, but somehow
quite addictive and very effective.

Move on 10 years and I've been virtually
QRT because of a move of QTH and a few
other changes and I now have only a small
garden and even smaller amounts of spare
time. Also unfortunately a nearby
engineering company that produces varying
amounts of QRN both day and night. Then I

So for the time being, although I probably
won't be heard in the chase for rare DX, I'm
back on radio having fun and it has certainly
rekindled my interest again... I might even
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try RTTY again although not sure that's
really a viable QRP option.

However, I guess we can all be labeled
much in that way. I couldn’t imagine life
without a computer, or even the three that I
have networked together.

The only problem is the garden looks a bit
of a mess and I keep getting hints dropped
that a couple of rooms need decorating…
Never mind, sort that all out in the Summer
when HF slows down... although did I
mention 6m? Summer = Sporadic-E... The
mower and paint brushes are in the shed,
dear.

Using WSPR is slightly different. As Ian
says, it is a bit like watching paint dry but
then I don’t use it to actually
“communicate”. I use it in much the same
way that I use the Reverse Beacon Network,
both on CW and data. It is very useful for
checking one’s signal level in various parts
of the world on various bands. It is not easy
to set up; quite slow to operate, but even so
can be fascinating to watch for a while,
great for testing antennas.

Some comments here I think! First of all,
many thanks for the feedback Ian. There is
some interesting and possibly controversial
stuff in there. I used the PK232MBX on my
satellite gateway when that was running. I
bought it for over £300 in the USA and sold
it for £25, still in very good condition; such
are the fads and fancies of amateur radio.
Satellite gateways? What are satellite
gateways? I also used the WF1B software
but then went up-market to N1MM.

RTTY can be used with QRP. I use QRP for
data in the RSGB CC contests and have
reasonable results. You have to be prepared
to wait in a queue for contacts, but some
cute operating using a cunning plan usually
works, especially in S&P. The ARRL now
issue a Datamodes DXCC certificate as
opposed to a RTTY only one, which is what
I really wanted, so I left it too late to apply
for that.

Sounds like you made a wrong move into a
small garden, but choosing to use PSK is
probably the best mode to use as most of the
users of that mode stick with QRP and small
antennas. Some good DX can be worked on
PSK without the hassle of pile-ups and so
on. Although Peter Martinez G3PLX did not
design PSK to be used for contesting, quite
a number of PSK contests now exist. I don’t
think Peter would be too pleased about that.
Using the JT series however is another bone
of contention in several fields. BARTG
have been accused of causing QRM to JT
users, especially on 7 MHz. However JT
deals with virtual sub-audible signals, so I
don’t personally see how a station operating
RTTY for example can be accused of
interfering with a signal that might not even
be heard. I don’t see how JT is suited to HF
operation where normally one listens and
hears the station being worked. The same
argument goes on in the EME world too.
Those that use CW to communicate via the
moon are in contention with those that use
JT. Those using JT are commonly called
computer amateurs.

As I mentioned in the last issue, lots of data
DX can be worked as aptly demonstrated by
Ian Sweatman M0KCM. There are several
in the Norwich area doing exactly that when
faced with a huge problem of erecting
towers and large arrays. It really is quite
surprising what can be worked with low
power and bits of wire!
Band Slots
John Farrer G3XHZ emailed me and told
me I had misquoted his call in relation to
this subject. I had actually typed G3KHZ,
the call of Derek Cox, Derek runs frequent
DXpeditions in the P29 area and I usually
try to keep up with those. Sorry Derek if
you read this! It was a Freudian slip!
Anyway, I notice that there has been a lot of
controversy regarding band slots elsewhere
since I mentioned it here. There are
opposing schools of thought on this as I had
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expounded in a previous column, so the idea
must have occurred to others as well.

useful for those of us with limited time to
spend contesting.

John informed me that he was going for
slots in the FT5ZM expedition and really it
has to be said that Amsterdam Island is rare
enough to justify that. The last DXpedition
was over 15 years ago, so I also decided that
I would do the same. Is it unethical? Well
it’s DXing and I think it is open to all. I now
have them on RTTY on four bands. As I am
now 75 I am not sure I will be capable when
the next one comes along.

BARTG 75 Baud Sprint
The next BARTG contest is the 75 Baud
Sprint. This is a short contest and a lot of
fun. You don’t have to devote a whole
weekend to contesting, but it is quite hectic
and good keyboard practice. It takes place
on Sunday 28th April 1700 until 2100 GMT
so is quite civilized! Remember as it is a
Sprint, so NO RST is required. Despite this
being in the rules, there usually are a
number of stations that insist on sending the
RST. Note also that the exchange is a
THREE figure incrementing serial number,
NOT a single figure as some try to get away
with.

BARTG RTTY Sprint 2014
I dabbled in this contest as I had a busy
weekend and could not devote that much
time to it. I also dabbled in the CQWW
before and after the Sprint, but didn’t do
that well in either. Hope you did well if you
took part. I did see some good UK scores so
some people were spending more time than
I could afford. Propagation was not that
good and although I did work some JAs,
they were not as strong as usual.

BARTG Changes
BARTG is undergoing some major changes
again, this time with emphasis on the log
situation. Hitherto we have suffered with
long delays on getting out the results. This
will change in the near future as we are
having new software and hopefully will be
enjoying upload of logs using a robot
system. This will be faster and more
efficient and also the logs will receive
adjudication much faster too. We are
pleased to have Ian Moore, GM4KLN rejoin
us as Webmaster, so there will be changes
in that direction too. More news will follow.

BARTG HF Contest
This is one of the “biggies” of the calendar
for BARTG. It takes place from 0200 GMT
Saturday March 15th to 0200 GMT Monday
March 17th 2014. In this one, you DO send
the RST followed by
(B) MESSAGE NUMBER. The number
must be a three or four figure group and
start with 001
(C) TIME GMT. A full four figure GMT
time must be sent as part of each message.
eg 0023.

73 de Roger, G3LDI

Some weird times are normally witnessed in
this contest and for N1MM macros the
correct entry should be {TIME2} within the
exchange macro. Note the brackets used too.
It won’t work with other brackets.
One good thing about this contest is that
there is a 6-hour entry too, which is very
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E-mails to the Editor
From G3RZP

effort so why re-invent the wheel? 'DX
University' was established some years ago
by Wayne Mills, N7NG, and has run several
successful one-day training courses. These
followed the hugely successful 'Contest
University' format of delegates arriving one
day earlier for major conventions such as
Visalia and Dayton, and paying a fee to
cover costs.

I'm very disappointed with this edition!
Where is 'Not the GB2RS News'? Cut down
Chairman's Chat or President's Patter or
even the Editorial if you are short of space,
but leave us 'Not the GB2RS News'! The
Mini-skirted Maidens should suitably
chastise you… [This time it’s on the
opposite page. Ed.]

So, the most time-consuming part, thinking
through and putting together the modules,
has already been done. This material is
available as individual mostly PowerPoint
presentations (see www.dxuniversity.com)
to be presented in any way we like:
individual talks at local Clubs, simple online viewing by individuals or an all-day
programme. Indeed, I offered to run such a
programme at the RSGB Convention three
years ago but they were not interested:
maybe CDXC could offer that again.

Re Phase Noise Primer:
Another factor in reducing phase noise is to
use minimum value resistors in loop filters
and varicap feeds in VCOs. Incidentally, the
paper he references by Leeson was written
when Dr Leeson was W6QHS: he's now
Professor Leeson and well known in the DX
and HF contesting world as Dave, W6NL. I
can't remember the callsign of Barb, his
XYL, though.
An appeal:

Secondly, a really simple way for CDXC to
help improve operating standards would be
to heavily promote the DX University
version of the 'DX Code of Conduct'. This is
similar in content to the original but is less
preaching, so is rather more palatable. It
consists of 'Best Practices' for the
DXpeditioner and for the DXer, just click
on the dxuniversity.com menu.

At the RSGB Convention I was talking to
someone (and I can't remember who) who
told me that there was someone (and again I
can't remember who) wanting the old DX
News Sheets for archival purposes. I have
what I believe is a complete set from #1217
13 May 1986 to #1731 of 24 August 1996
available if whoever it is wants them. Don't
want to sling them, but I could do with the
space and the two box files!

Maybe CDXC could find a Manager who
would start, finally, to get to grips with this
important project. I would be glad to help
from the side-lines.

73 Peter G3RZP
________________________________

73 de Roger/G3SXW

From G3SXW

________________________________

Our President requests (CDXC Digest,
January, page 6) suggestions for improving
operating
standards,
maybe
RSGB
providing a training role. It could be that
CDXC is even better placed than RSGB to
develop this. But to create any initiative
from scratch entails a great deal of time and

From G3USR
Elsewhere in this issue you will find one
view of the recent FT5ZM DXpedition QSO
count. At the risk of offending other
members, here is another.
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This view is on behalf of those CDXC
members who tried and re-tried to make a
QSO and perhaps succeeded once - or more
likely were ‘unsuccessful’. This is a concern
to them and to me. Why? Because the
largesse of making contacts might better be
considered as available equally to all. Or put
another way, there must be a way of making
DXpeditions such as this one more
accessible to more individual stations, that
is to more unique callsigns.

contact? I think not. Some would say that
competition is ‘healthy’, let the best man
win, etc. Maybe. However, that isn’t a very
generous view is it? And elsewhere in this
issue you may have seen mention of the
need for more individuals to become
involved in financing ‘big’ DXpeditions. If
many judge that there isn’t a cat in hell’s
chance of them making a contact then that
wish will not be fulfilled.
What to do? The options include not having
online, near real-time leader boards and
maybe, as commercialisation beckons, dare
I mention ‘pay for a sked’? Others will no
doubt have other ideas. Let’s hear about
those ideas in upcoming Digests… and less
about the ‘achievements’ of the privileged
few.

Up to two thirds, perhaps, of CDXC
members, have a QTH where for whatever
reason it is not possible to erect big
antennas. The result is that their signals at
the remote DX location are not strong. In
the case of FT5ZM, however, I know based
on my own experience, that subject to
conditions many would have been audible
should there have been less immediate
competition. Did all of those who made
innumerable band slots ‘need’ every

73 Gordon, G3USR

IOTA Convention, Beaumont House, Old Windsor 2014
Bookings are now being accepted for our Anniversary Convention taking place from 4 to
6 July. Go to www.rsgbevents.org/ where you will find the booking module. Discounted
prices are given for early booking. There has been a surge of interest, so it is best to book
early if you wish to avoid disappointment. The fact that you have expressed an interest
does not mean that accommodation has been reserved for you!
As a reminder, the event will commence on the Friday afternoon with a welcome of
guests followed by a celebration dinner. The 4th July date may have an American feel.
The Saturday will be taken up with a full programme of IOTA talks by speakers well
known to the IOTA Community. The Gala Dinner with musical entertainment will be a
fun occasion. During the celebration prizes will be presented to IOTA Marathon winners
who make the trip. A partners’ programme will be organised to include a visit to
Windsor.
We are looking into having a breakfast DXpedition presentation on the Sunday morning.
After this the formal part of the event will close, but guests will be able to stay as long as
they wish in the public areas. A river trip will be arranged for those wishing something
special.
www.rsgb.org/iota50
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HF Noise Measuring Campaign
Protect Your Spectrum
Please support the HF Noise Measuring Campaign started by Gwyn/G4FKH and the
RSGB Noise Floor Study.
Professional bodies do not listen to amateurs (however well qualified and
experienced they may be as individuals) unless they can provide continuous,
calibrated, traceable and repeatable evidence in sufficient quantity to make a
scientifically provable case. That applies to water pollution, air pollution, food and
radio pollution, to name a few. The radio authorities are driven by other criteria than
satisfying radio amateurs, especially as amateurs get their privileges free of charge
when other users of the spectrum are charged very large sums of money and have a
proportionate voice.
The way to persuade such bodies is to provide data using calibrated instruments on a
large enough and diverse enough scale that inadequacies in current spectrum
management become evident, especially where it impinges on basics like the radio
background noise floor. It should be treated as if fighting a court case. Without
scientific evidence we will fail.
Many radio amateurs spend a sizeable proportion of their incomes amounting to
many thousands of pounds in a lifetime. Radio noise pollution is a rising menace
that presently is unseen by most and it is on the shoulders of unpaid amateurs to
provide the evidence for the authorities to act, simply because no-one else will. The
RSGB have enlisted a university to provide the third party necessary for the job.
It will take a long time to conquer this threat and we will have to spend our own
money doing it; but it can only be done in a coordinated way. I fully support this
initiative and have purchased a set for my personal use. My club has also purchased
a set to enable each member to record the noise signature at their QTH which will be
re-tested on a timely basis.
Please join us; we need a wide coverage of the country in all environments and your
measurements can be used as evidence of noise pollution at your site.
David Cutter, G3UNA Chairman Ripon And District Amateur Radio Society
See:
www.g4fkh.co.uk/projects/noise-measuring-campaign
http://rsgb.org/main/technical/propagation/noise-floor-study/
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Not the GB2RS News





IOTA’s reluctant UK expansion?
QTH swapping
The latest from the Midsomer ARS
Which new prefix for an independent Scotland?

likely shortly before the start of the ITV
News at 10pm.
________________________________
Ahead of Scotland’s ‘Yes – No’ vote on
independence,
speculation
continues
amongst radio amateurs in Scotland in the
case of a ‘Yes’ vote as to which new prefix
will be allocated to this new country by the
ITU, aye. After all clearly Scotland could
not continue under the prefix ‘GM’. Could it
be ‘X3’, say – in which case we can look
forward to the appearance of callsigns such
as X3*** and also the ‘X3 DX Group’,
which doesn’t have quite the same ring to it.
________________________________

In the wake of the disastrous winter storms,
many square miles of the UK continue to be
under water, especially in the South West,
with the very worrying prospect of the
situation staying like this for ever. As a
result, the addition of many square miles of
maritime mobile territory look likely, not to
mention the formation of many new islands
which could qualify for IOTA. At the same
time this is likely to lead to a big blow for
the WAB awards programme, with a
considerable reduction in the land area of
mainland Britain – and thus fewer WAB
squares to work.
________________________________

Returning to IOTA, we have news of an
IOTA expedition by members of the
Hobbiton Amateur Radio Society (President
Roger ‘Bilbo’ Balister, ME3KMA) to the
little known islands beyond the Grey
Havens, from where Frodo and Gandalf
sailed for the West at the end of Tolkien’s
‘Lord of the Rings’ trilogy. QSL via Will
Fitchurch, ME3SWH.
________________________________

Talking of the wettest winter in the UK
since records began, radio amateurs blessed
with warmer, sunnier climes are once again
being asked to do the proper thing,
demonstrate true amateur radio spirit,
dammit, and swap their QTH with that of a
UK station for a while. So an 8P6 station in
Barbados would be asked to move to the
UK for a time, having duly loaned his sunny
Barbados QTH to that of a UK station
otherwise forced to put up with the grim UK
weather for the rest of the year. Surely it’s
the least these people can do?
________________________________

Solution to Prize Crossword 62
G
R
E
N
O
B
L
E

It’s sad news from the Midsomer Amateur
Radio Society after three leading members
of their highly successful Midsomer Contest
Group were found murdered. It’s suspected
that this was because a rival contest group
based in Badgers Drift suspected them of
cheating and falsifying their contest results.
Needless to say, DCI Barnaby and Sgt Jones
are long since on the case – and an arrest
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L
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I
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Digest Prize Crossword 63
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The winner of Prize Crossword 62,
January 2014: Mike Parker,
G4IUF, Harrogate.

26

27

28

ACROSS

DOWN

1 Take no notice of troubled region (6)
4 A politician in storm may go on this (7)
9 The first signs of serious opposition workers
encountered during broadcast (5)
10 One composer frequently broadcast before
another (9)
11 MOD rum jar redesigned for military band
leader (4-5)
12 City, we hear, cables top performers (5)
13 Delights Faroese at the start of jamboree (4)
14 Capital kid starts to ignore serious matter
arising (10)
18 London thoroughfare named after famous spy?
(4,6)
20 Girl caught missing lesson... (4)
23 ... girl from South America, that is (5)
24 Coral, say, and how long it'll stay fresh before
going off? (9)
25 Quick deal, say, provided by fishing port (9)
26 Oscar, say, died after a struggle (5)
27 Verifies whereabouts of top cricketers (7)
28 Malbec drunk? Don’t panic! (2, 4)

1 Crime committed by one of one's own working
in the prison kitchen, say (6,3)
2 Novel landing place in Cornwall (7)
3 Plug used in capital antenna housing (6)
4 Send to specialist up and down (5)
5 Strange Somalian found hanging in the Louvre
(4,4)
6 State in which Mahler’s wife accepts a degree
(7)
7 Distinctive character shown by eastern army in
new formation (5)
8 Do his tricks deceive one of twelve? (8)
15 Sickness which drivers must watch out for on
mountain roads? (3,5)
16 Barrier put on wild stream in place of many
canals (9)
17 Mineral most effective in a request for help (8)
19 Up-and-coming perfume not available at first
(7)
21 Arabian character's a back-street hairdresser,
we hear? (3,4)
22 A girlfriend on fire? (6)
23 Capital of island seized by South Africa (5)
24 What a farrier does - and drives away, say (5)

Deadline for entries: 20 April
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New/Amended Annual Standing Order Instructions

To:

…………………………………………………………………

Branch:

….……………………………………………………………...

Bank

Please pay:
Bank:
Branch:
Sort Code:
Account:
IBAN:
BIC:
Account name:

NatWest Bank
Kingston upon Thames
60-60-02
44532385
(International transfers only) GB38 NWBK 60 60 0244 5323 85
(International transfers only) NWBK GB 2L
CDXC

Reference:

………..………… (Please insert your callsign or SWL number)

A payment of £ …………… (please enter current subscription amount on 1st July next,
followed by an annual payment of £ …………… (please enter annual subscription
amount) on each 1st July thereafter, until further notice in writing.
Please debit my/our account accordingly.
Name of account to be debited : ……….…………………………………..……
Account number :…………..………………………………………..……………..
This replaces any existing Standing Order payable to ‘CDXC’ or ‘Chiltern DX Club’.
Your name(s): ………………….…………..……………………………………………..

…………………………………………………………………………….
BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE
Signature:

…………………………………………………………………………….

Signature:

…………………………………………………………………………….

(For accounts where two signatures are required)
Date:

……………………

Your address: ……………………….…………………………………………………….

……………………….…………………………………………………….
Postcode:

……………………….

After completion, please send the signed form to the UK bank branch holding your account and
not to CDXC. If you are using ONLINE banking, then make the Standing Order request directly ONLINE.
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How to Complete the CDXC Standing Order Request Form
(updated 17 September 2013)
1. The form should be addressed to your own Bank and branch.
2. Write your CALLSIGN after ‘reference'. This is very important as it is the way
your subscription is identified in the CDXC bank statements.
3. Enter the appropriate subscription amounts (£18.00 is the current subscription
for UK members; or £24.00 for those living overseas).
4. The form has been pre-filled with "… 1st July next” and on “… each 1st July
thereafter". 1st July is the common subscription renewal date for all CDXC
members.
5. Enter your account details after 'Name of account to be debited' and your
account number.
6. Complete the lower part of the form with your name, address and the date. Don't
forget to sign it.
7. THE COMPLETED FORM SHOULD BE SENT DIRECTLY TO THE BANK
BRANCH WHICH LOOKS AFTER YOUR ACCOUNT.
8. Please inform the CDXC Treasurer (treas@CDXC.org.uk) that you have set up a
Standing Order. The Treasurer will update your Membership type in the
Membership System and you will not then receive reminders prior to 1 st July
unless subsequently your remittance is not received.
9. Check your bank statements after the first payment should have been made to
ensure that your bank is executing the order correctly.
Thank you for helping CDXC by paying your subscription by Standing Order!
On-Line Banking
If you use On-Line Banking then you can make a transfer directly to CDXC or use
these same details to set up a Standing Order Recurring Payment:
Sort-Code:

60-60-02

Account:

44532385

Account Name:

CDXC

Reference:

Enter your callsign

Bank:

NatWest - Kingston-upon-Thames Branch
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